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We derive a usable characterization of the group FT (Fourier Transform) 
of Schwartz space on the Heisenberg group W”, in terms of certain asymptotic 
series. To accomplish this we study in detail the FT of multiplication and 
differentiation operators on W”, the relation of multiple Fourier series to the 
FT, and the process of group contraction on W”. We use our characterization 
to solve a form of the division problem for convolution of HI“. which has ap- 
plication to Hardy space theory. 
A number of questions in analysis on W” can be formulated without mention 
of the Fourier transform, but can be solved only (or most conveniently) by use 
of the Fourier transform. (This is especially common in differential equations.) 
Some of these problems have natural analogs for the Heisenberg group We, and 
our general goal is to learn enough about the group Fourier transform (FT) on 
I-U’” to enable us to provide analogous solutions. Specifically, we try to characterize 
the FT’s of various function spaces on W” in such a way that manipulations can 
be performed on the FT side. In this paper, we shall characterize the FT of 
.C~(W~L) (Schwartz space); in later papers we shall consider spherical harmonics, 
distribution theory and regular homogeneous distributions (r.h.d.‘s). This 
paper assumes no prior knowledge of the FT on groups, or of analysis on 011”. 
We are able to apply our Y(W) theory to solve the “division problem” for 
.‘I’( I#‘?). Essentially, this is the statement that if f, g E .Y(W”), f is “polyradial” 
and J-f dl‘ = 1. theng = C Dzejf *gj, where the D2-,.f are dilates off and the 
Y-norms of theg, decrease faster than any power of 2-j; the precise statement is 
Theorem 3.9. (Using coordinates (t, Z) on W”, where t E W. a E C”, we say that f  
is polyradial if it is a function of t, ) a, I,..., / a, I.) This is the analog of a similar 
statement for functions f, g E ,Y’(W) (with no “polyradial” requirement). To do 
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this in iw’” one inverts f  near zero and cuts up J (via a partition of unity) into 
rapidly decreasing pieces. We develop enough theory that we can proceed 
similarly on W”. The importance of the division problem is that it enables one 
to develop real-variable H1 theory for W” a la Fefferman and Stein [2] (HI = 
Hardy space), and to prove that PV distributions map Hr(W”) to Hl(W”); we 
shall do this in [5]. We announced many of these results in [4]. 
In later papers [6], we shall study r.h.d.‘s on W” (“regular” means Cm away 
from zero) with the intent of studying homogeneous differential equations on W”. 
Specifically, the complex Lie algebra of W” is generated by {T, .Zi , Z,> ( j = 
l,..., n); here [Zj , ZJ = -2iT for each j. Every left-invariant differential 
operator D on W” may be written as ~(2, Z), where p is a polynomial in 272 
variables; the degree of D is determined by setting deg 2, = deg Z, = 1 
for all j. I f  D is homogeneous and p(a/&, a/&?) is elliptic on V, we show that 
there exists a r.h.d. K and a PV distribution P which is also a projection such 
that DK = 6 - P. (Log terms may be present in K if deg D ), 2n + 2.) This 
is the analog of the familiar fact that homogeneous elliptic equations on iw” have 
homogeneous fundamental solution. Our theorem generalizes phenomena 
studied by Folland and Stein [3], Rockland [ll], Lewy [9], and Greiner et 
al. [7]. 
In both the Y(W17) and the r.h.d. case, the characterization we obtain of the 
FT of the space is in terms of asymptotic series. 
The theorem for .u?( RU’“) is derived as a merger of three separate points of view. 
Theorems 4.4 and 5.1 together comprise the main result. 
In the first and second sections we derive the operators on the FT side which 
correspond to differentiation or multiplication by coordinate functions on the 
W” side. In order to examine the converse situation where the inverse FT is 
used, we develop conditions which allow “integration by parts” on the FT side. 
If  we were working on [w”, this would be the end of the Y theory; but for Wn 
it is just the beginning, since the conditions we obtain are too complicated to be 
of direct use. 
In the third section we introduce multiple Fourier series in the z variable to 
simplify the conditions somewhat. We also introduce “error classes” of functions 
which satisfy the conditions for trivial reasons. 
In the fourth section, we introduce the notion of contraction which exhibits 
the Euclidean FT on C” as a limit of the FT on W”. We then, in the fifth section, 
exhibit a procedure for lifting functions in Y(V) to functions on -V(W”) which 
is simply described on the FT side. We then characterize Y(W”) as those func- 
tions with asymptotic series, where the terms in the series involve lifted functions 
and the errors are in error classes. In the sixth section, we demonstrate that these 
series can be manipulated on the FT side. 
To aid the reader, we have included a symbol index at the end of the paper. 
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1. BASIC THEORY 
W” is the Lie group with underlying manifold R Y @FL and multiplication 
(t, 2) t (t’, 2’) = (t -+ t’ 1. 2 Im z %‘, .z a’), (I.11 
where a %’ :~: 1 ajzj . I f  y: R -+ W” is smooth, y(0) = 0, then the equation 
[Uf)1(4 -~ (d/ds)Lf(u r(Ns=o (f~ Cl) d e fi nes a left-invariant vector field 
(1.i.v.f.) ‘X7., Use coordinates (t, X, ~7) where u” === .X -t @. Let yO: R’ + O-0” 1,~. 
defined by Y,,(T) = (7, 0, 0); for 1 <i < n, Ict yi(r) : (0 ,..., 7 ,..., 0) where 
the r is in the xj position; for 1 <j < n, let ~~(7) = (0 ,..., T. . . . . 0) where the T 
is in the yj position. ITsing these curves, one obtains respectively the l.i.v.f.‘s 
7’ I:: i,Zt, Si ;I 2/3X,; + 2yj 2ji3t, l-j = a/Qj - 2.x; Ljat. Set zj = fr(Xj 
iii) -=- (a/axj +- isi Z/it), Zj = (Si8Tj - iun, iji?t). Then (7’. Z, , Zii (i 
I,..., z) is a basis for l.i.v.f.‘s. We have 
[<i , Z,] : -2i6,,,T, [Z, , Z,;] == [Z# , T] 0. (i.?! 
The right-invariant analogs are T, ZjR. ZjR where Z,,” 2 ai%zj - iZj Z/i;t. 
Note that if y  = y0 , yi or yi , one has y(r + hj = y(r) y(h). Thus one has a 
fundamental theorem of calculus. For example, for X;, we supposef, ,y E C(W’“j. 
Then ,Y,J exists everywhere and equals g if and only if for each u E W n and each 
: E R, .f(~ yi(~)) --f(u) = $g(u . ~~(0)) da. For one simply sets xL(Tj 
f(u . Y(T)>, &AT) -7 Au . Y(T)) and am1 ies the ordinarv fundamental theorem 
If .~EL~(W~~), 2:~ W’“, define T,,f, T,Rf EL.l(H”) by (T,,f)(zl) ~-f(mj. 
(T,.ff)(u) =.f(uc). I f  f,g E-P(W), d fi e ne their convolution by f yg(u) 
Jwfl f (u-l)( Tug)(u) dv = SW,, ( TvRf)(u) g(vI) (1~1. (Here r/z, is Haar measure, 
which is the same as Euclidean measure.) Say R f  P( W “) and f, g, S,g ELI( W”); 
then, since Xjl’7;,g == T,.X,g, one has s,(f + g) ~= .f 5 kei,q (differentiation undci 
the integral is justified, as usual, by Fubini’s theorem). 
To define the FT on WI”, we first, for each X E lR* (7-y R - (0)) let ZA be a 
separable Hilbert space with fixed orthonormal basis -[E,,,,,) ,riG(zi)n (Here Z 
{O. I, 2....)). At times we shall identifv all the #A with each other in such a way 
that E;;,, n is identified with E,,,,, for all ;\, p, and simply use the notation P, 
{E,,,]. Let 9”?n = (finite linear combinations of E,,,,,) and let G(ZJ ==z {linear 
operators S: PA - Y&}. If  SE 0(%$, the matrix of S is defined to be (.$,) 
(a, /3 E (27’)“) where SE,, = &c(mi),z SauEBn . JVe let .B(gh) == {bounded 
operators on &}; there is an obvious injection :a(&) C P(&‘$. If  S E O(sA) has 
matrix (S,,), define 5’~ E P(XA) to be the operator with matrix (S,‘,) where 
s + Br K, 7 if there is such an operator in I”(ZA). For P‘, 70 E flA we set 21 w 
2 z’;zc, if o :- -= x a,Ea,,) , w = C w,E,,, I f  ‘L’, zc E 9, , ,C, S E O(,Q, then 
sp. f(,. --: r ,y Lu,. 
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Let ei denote (0 ,..., l,..., 0) E (72’)” with the 1 in the jth position. For X > 0, 
1 < j < 71, let fij,, E O(%J be the operator with matrix ( lVjns,) where WjaBa = 
6 &a+& I h I (% + 1)) i12. mj,, and I$$ are closable; we denote their closures by 
WA and Wi, . We set gAj = 9( WjA); then .9Aj = 9( WA) = (w = C v,E,,~ E 
z,, ) JJ CY~ / v, I2 < CD>. For h, ,U E R*, define the unitary %A,w: XA + tiU which 
identifies %A and jl2”, , so that %‘,,JE,& = E,,,, . We abbreviate @A = %A,-A. 
For h < 0, let Wj, = %-,W~j,,%!, . Then 
[Wj, , - W,‘,] = 26jJI on 9~ , PiA 7 Wk,] = 0 (1.3) 
{where I denotes the identity operator). Also let MA = XI. Let W be the set of 
operator families S = (S(A)) where h ranges over R*, S(l\) E 0(X*) for all h. 
Extend the notions of addition, multiplication, inverse, and transpose in the 
obvious manner to 9, and let Wj = (Wjn) ~3, M = (M,J EL%. I f  R = (R(h)), 
S = (S(h)) ~9, we shall say R = S on 9 (resp. 9) if for each h, R(h) = S(h) 
on 9%n (resp. gAj>. If  S = (S(h)) E9?, and each S(h) E~(@Q, let 11 S I/ = supn 
I/ S(h)]/. Let a = (S fz.%? 1 i/ S 11 < a}. 
As earlier authors have done, we shall define the FT as a mapping from 
Ll(W”) to g in such a way that if f E 9 is mapped to f^ = (f(X)) ~a, then 
Tf= -ifM on 9; Z?f =f^ W, , z:f = -f^ W,+ on 9. In light of (1.2) and (1.3), 
this is at least a conceivable objective. We shall also want that g;f =& for 
f, g E L1. But formally, 
g *f(t, 4 = ([jH,v-t’T- z ’ * 2 - z’ - 2) f (t’, z’) dV] g) (t, z) 
(abbreviating z’ * 2 = C z$Zi) so we expect that we must define 
j(A) = j &f(u) du, 
where 
U),,,j = exp(iht - z * WA + Z. WA+) (1.5) 
(abbreviating z . W,, = C zjWj,J. We shah make sense of (1.5), prove that 
Ut,,,, is unitary on XA (so that (1.4) makes sense for f E Ll( I-P)), and demonstrate 
that u -+ U,A gives a unitary representation of W” on flA . 
To proceed, we shall use a complex form of the Weyl relations, useful also 
in other contexts. These relations are best understood in the Bargmann repre- 
sentation [l]. Thus, for h > 0, let %‘; = {F holomorphic on @” j 
(2h/~)nS~nIF(5)12e-2~1512dV=llFl/2 < CO}. SA ’ is easily seen [ I] to be aHilbert space 
with orthonormal basis Ea., where E,,,(c) = ((2A)1/25y/(a!)1/2 (a E (b+)“). (Here 
a! = jyIcdj!, z” = n zj”f if z E P.) For X < 0, set J& = 21 , EL,-,, = Ei,, , 
and identify ?%A, I& with 2; , EL,A . I f  X > 0, Wj, , WA are then identified 
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with the operation of multiplication 2 j X j ii and 3,iZ[j respectively, while if 
X <= 0, the situation is reversed. 
For z E C”, write 1 z 1 = (i aI / ,..., I a, 1). 
Suppose b E (BP)“, c E II%+. Let 
CTi,c,a := {F holomorphic on d=” 1 ~(aT~a{“)(<)j < ~((2h)r’~h)a eh.li’t 
-= {F holomorphic on @” j i(S”F/ag”)(O)I 5; c((2X)r”b)at C 9; 
Let Plb,e,A be the corresponding subspace of PA; then 
CY b.c.A = 
I 
v  z 1 v~E=,~ / v, / < ~(26 1 x ‘)” (,y!)‘i’/. 
Let 6TA == Ub,r CZb,c,h , correspondingly @, . 
LEMMA 1.1. (a) If p E G!,, the power series expansions of exp(z ?IIA)!p and 
exp(5. WA--)? converge absolutely in XA , uniformly for y  E C7j,,C,J, . 
(b) For x > 0, exp(x . WA): ab,,,, - flb+izl.e,n - cTb+,zl,c,A , and each 
partial sum of the power series for exp(.a . WJ also maps CYb,,,, to G&%bilzl,c.n . For 
X >- 0, exp(~ WA+): FZb,Cb,c,h ---f flb,c.,h where c’ ceb’lzl and each partial sum does 
likewisr . 
(c) exp(z . WA) and exp(z . WA+) map Crb,r,,, continuously to ;fl, (f rl, ,,,., / 
is given the relative tiA topology. 
(4 If  y, # E G , (exp(z . K)#, P’) = (4, exp(y . [JS~ )F). 
(e) If  q E CT,, , exp((z 4- w) . WA+)9) = exp(z I&‘AL) exp(u: W,3 -)q2; simi- 
larly for, MTA . 
(f) On aA , exp(z . WA) exp(w . IV,- ) = exp -2hU”z exp(w WA-‘-) exp(z . by)) 
if c, w E P. 
(g) i(-.z . WA + I + WA+) is essentially self-adjoint on Cl,, , so that 
exp( -,” W,, + z . W,,+) is a well-defined unitary operator on -e, . 
(h) ( Weyl Relations) Let 
FTC;,” = eA z12 exp(S? * WA+) exp(--z * WA) = e-A1z12 exp(--x * I%>) exp(z? W,!‘-) 
(lh! 
on GY,, (by (f)). Then on 67JA , VzA = exp(--z . W,, -i- 2. W,, ). 
(i) VzA is strongly continuous in z. 
(j) 1/ ,4V I\ = e2(hrmz.w A 
z w Vz+w and VZA is unitary on e, . 
(4 u + UuA is a strongly continuous unitary representation of W” on 8, . 
( UuA is defined by (1 S).) 
Proof. For lack of a reference for this form of the Weyl relations, we sketch 
580/36/2-j 
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the proof. We leave to the reader the easy verification of (a)-(c), (e), (f), and 
(i) in the Bargmann representation, where we have for X > 0 
[exp(z * wPl(5) = F(5 -t 4, [exp(z . W,+)F](t) = ezAzm~F({) 
for FE & . (d) is checked at once for v, 3 E gA and extended through (c). 
(j) follows from (f) and (d). N ow for fixed z E @” put A(T) = V,, (T E R); the 
assertions (g), (h), and (k) will follow from Stone’s theorem and Theorem VIII.10 
of [IO] once we check that (d/d~)iz(~)v IT=,, = (-z . W + z . W+)p, for p E G&, . 
Let B(T) = exp(T.% . W+) and C(T) = exp(-7x . W); we show dB(T)c(T)y/d~ = 
B’(T)C(~)~J + B(T)C’(T)~ at 7 = 0. Indeed, (~/T)[B(T)C(T) - I] = (~/T)[B(T) - 
I]C(T)F + (~/T)[C(T) - I]p, and C(T)~ E 6&,+zlzJ,c for 1 7 j < 1; now just use (a). 
This completes the proof. 
Define U,E.% by U, = (U,“); then if f~L~(ltP), we may write (1.4) as 
f  = J-U, f(u) du. (W e will not use boldfa: for f.) Then fog’, ilfll < I/f /II . 
For ZI E W” recall Tuf (u) = f (vu); note Tvf = U_,t If  f,g ELI, f *g(u) = 
Sf (v-7( Tcg)(u) d ZJ so that G = (J”f(-n)U-,dv)g =fj. For vggAj, 
xJJ,+ = UuA(- Wj, + W&I by our first definition of Xj and Stone’s 
theorem. 
Now sayf E P(lhP) andf, Xjf ELi(W”). Then we claim 
XTf = j(W, - Wj’) on 9. (*) 
For suppose j = 1. For xi E !R and w = (t, y1 , xa , yz ,..., x, , yn) E Rzn, 
write [x1, W] = (t, 0, y1 , x2 , yz ,..., x, , yn) (0, x1 , 0 ,...) E U-U”; further write 
dw = dt dy, dx, ... dyn . Note that if g ~Lr(ltll~), then swng(u) = jR2” s-m g([xi , 
w]) dx, dw, and that if g E Cl(lHP), g, Xig E Li(ltP), then 
The assertion (*) is easily reduced to: if h E C1(Wn) is ZA-valued and h, 
X,h E L1, then JX,h = 0. The above remarks make it easy to prove this in 
analogy to the Euclidean result: if FE C1(lP), and F, aF/ax,E L1, then J aF/ax, = 0. 
Suppose now that f E C1 n L1(Wn). Then if Z,f, zjf E L1, 
ZYf = fW$ , z;f = -fq+ on 9; (1.7i) 
if Tf EL1, 
$ = -+I; (1.7ii) 
if ZjRf, zjRf E L1, then3 (A): yt”h - 9j and 
ZPf = w,f, .z>f = 4&+3. (1.7iii) 
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To prove (I .7iii) from (i), simply note that if g eL1 and we set i(u) :- g(u ‘j, 
then g :- J*. Note that we do not assert that jHn ( IVjAC;$~)f(u) du converge-: 
absolutely for F E a,, . 
So we have achieved our basic objectives. We also make note of the following: 
points: (i) Identify all the spaces & with .Z. Observe that if XX, -x 0. z E cl,, 
then I;,” _ 6’ (diA,WZ * Thus if TEA?, CELL, it is easy to see that the 
functionf(h)g, is continuous as a function of h E W”. In the future w-e will refei 
to this property of j by saying imprecisely: ‘If is strongly continuous.” (ii) Xote 
L7:-,,mm,) -7~ I-& . Thus iffELl([H!‘b) and ~(t, z) L= f( ~~~ I, -2). we tind ,<(A) 
&A). 
We next define 3,: L’(P) ---f &9(X$ by 7 !9,F 1.. Jcn b‘;,‘f(z) &z&forE’ELi(@~‘l. 
For f  E Lt( W*l), write &“f(z) = : s &“tf(t, z) dt; then f*(X) r== YJAFczf (c stands for 
center). It is interesting to look at <$A in its own right. For F CITY, 2~ E C’ ‘, 
define T,,?F, T,“,RF~L1(@‘L) by (T,:F)(x) = exp(2iA Tm z u)P(z .,- :,:J, 
(TffF)(n) = exp( - 2iA Im u” ‘iu) F(.z + w). By Lemma 1. I(j), V,,( 7’,,.AF) I ‘!.lalc,,f‘. 
‘I’his is compatible with the fact that if . f  E I,r(Hil), then ScA( Il’(,,,lS,! f) 
T,,“.Y>~. If  F, G EV(P), set (F xA G)(z) : Jcn F(-~ zc)( T,,.AG)(z) dw dzc 
[en (TfF)(z)G(-w) dw d%; thenF :<,, G ELM, ‘, I;’ > ,, G ‘r -.: ~ E’ :;I G i 
iVe have Y,,(F x ,I C) .== gn(E’) g,,(G). I f  F E C’1(@7L) set, for 1 . j -< II, .3 ,$ 
(i;r’zj y ,E,)F, if,,,F z~- (+%J - &F, S?;F: (C ir, ~- ,k,jP, B;E’. (; ‘iz, 
,Ej)F. Then .5YjA(T,?F) = T,A(.3”,AF), similarly for ;ri’,,,; similarlv for 4 t’ ,,, 
3?fA with T;\I,!. Further define TjA := Bj,, d,,, i , ik / 3iAyj , YjA 
i(2?, / ~- yjA). We state the fundamental theorem of calculus when A - :, Detinc 
7,: R --f CT2 by yj(~) = (0 ,..., S- ,..., 0) where 7 is in the .x, position. Say I:. 
G E C(~I~). Then 5Yjl,PF exists everywhere and equals G if and onlv if for eacit 
z E @” and each T E 53, 
For the proof, set F,(T) =-: &gjF(z + rj(7)), G,(T) =:~ P’J~G(z 7- .1;1(7)j, and 
note that both conditions are equivalent to OF,/& =m G,(T) for all T, z. Using 
this and Fubini’s theorem, one finds that if 91 E Ci(~7~) and F, p, XjAcp E Ll(C”). 
then Sj,,(F xA 9’) = F x,, XiAv; similarly for the other vector fields. Using 
Lemma 1.1 (j) one finds that (-a/& - 2i/?v,) I’,” = k’,“( Wj, -- WT$ on P,, i. 
Thus, if F E Cl(P) and F, 2iYj,F E L1(@), th en integration by parts shows that 
Y,(Z~ ,^,F) = (‘3,,F)(Wj, - Wj?l) on 9,,j; similarly for 3Yjn . I f  F E Li(@7’), set 
P(z) = F(---z); then Y,,E = (9,F)* and one computes Yh(Y)OjRnF) as well for 
suitable F. We also note that (identifying the &J, ( VSA)) = b’;^  :- Ic;“i (as one 
verifies by forming V,“z: . w for U, w E U,) so that (c?,,l;‘) ‘~ =~- CB-,F ~~~ Cg’,G. 
where G(z) =: F(-z). 
Let A(Z”, , Z?,,) denote the algebra of differential operators on @” generated 
by the ZYp3,, and yj,, . In this algebra, one has the usual notion of degree; here 
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we set deg sj,, = deg pj,, = 1 and extend to the whole algebra by the usual 
process. For K E h+ or K = co let A,(%, , 2J = fo E A(%“, , YJ 1 deg D < K) 
(so A, = A) and let S,‘,,(@) = (f~ C?(@) ) DUEL’ for each DE Ak(ZA , 
L?z?~)>. Also let S&(@“?) be the analogous space obtained from the %“x and 2; . 
Similarly, let A(Z, Z) denote the algebra of differential operators on lHl% 
generated by the Zj and zj . The degree on A(Z, z) is obtained by setting 
deg 2, = deg zj = 1. We set A,(& 2) = {O E A(Z, z) 1 deg D < k) and 
S,l(W~) = {f~Ll(l!+) ( for each DE A,(Z, z), Df exists everywhere and is 
continuous and Df E L1( W “)j. Define SR1( W”) analogously. (Our definition of 
S,l is not standard, but see the remark at the end of this section.) 
Next we shall prove the inversion and Plancherel theorems for 9, and “, 
the former in a sharper form than we believe exists in the literature. Our proof 
imitates Schwatz’s proof for the Euclidean FT using distributions and will 
provide an introduction to the ideas of Section 2. 
We first define Mk, flk:Lo(Cn) -+LO(@“) (R = I,..., n, Lo = {measurable 
functions}) by (M@‘)(x) = z&z), (a$)(~) = %$‘(z). (Similarly, we define n/r,, 
i@& LO(W) PI?.) w e compute 9YA(MlcF) in terms of 9,,F for suitable F. 
Since M,(F x A G) = M,F x 1 G + F xA M,G, we expect the map 9*F + 
9?,,Mk.F to be some sort of derivation. In fact: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) Say 1 < lz < 71. (i) If F EL’(C~), p E CYA OY (ii) FE 
S,l,,(Cn) n Sf,i(P), 9 E BAk, then: 
If M,F ELM, then ~?,,Fs, E LB,,~ and 3&k?$)v = ( 1/2h)[gAF, W,‘,]q. 
If&&F E,?(O), then qAFg, E BAk and ~@&F)P) = (1 /2h)[gAF, Wk&. 
(b) (i) Suppose f, M,Lf E L1(Wn). Then for almost all h and all 9 E CZA ,
j(X)g, E 9A” and MG)p, = (1/24[f(4, W&J. 
(ii) If f E S,l(Wn) n S,R1(Wm), MkfEL1(i!dln), then for ull h, 
f’(A): gAk -+ gAk and MTf = $M-‘[f, Wk+] on Sk. 
Similarly, using i@, . 
Proof. (a) We may assume h = 9; we suppress the h subscript throughout. 
(i) It is easy to see in the Bargmann representation that 
Indeed one has only to check this with exp(--z . W) in place of V, . Thus 
So SC* ( W,+V,y) F(z) d z a exists. Since wk+ is closed, it equals Wk+(YF). This d- 
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proves the first statement; the second follows similarly from the adjoint equation 
to (1.11). (ii) Use .l!Zk = (LPkR - LPJ, &r2 == (YnfL - YJCR). 
(b)(i) Immediate from (a)(i). (ii) Xote 2iTiLl,,f : (ZkR -- Z,.)f ad 
(2iTMrcf)^ = 2M(AIk f )“. 
The following formulation will be helpful. For 1 -< k c II, we define the 
operators D,, , D,,: O(%$ - F(XA) as follows. The domain of the operators is 
C?(L),,)) 9(&) = (5’ E 0(X$ j S: gi?, - 5’,,i.] and for S F P(L),,) we set 
for F E QA . ills0 we define D,: 9 + 93 as follows: C3(Dk) -- {S = (S(X)) E .Y? 
S(A) E 9(D,,) for all A); we let D,S = (D&(h)) e.2; similarly, we define D,< . 
In particular, we have that if FE S,r n Sfl(CfL), then 3,(&?cF) = D,,,(I,F). 
B,+(llf,F) = -&( 9YAF) on 52:; similarly for f  on W” and Dn , b,. . 
As in Schwartz’s and certain older proofs, it will be useful to know. a priori, 
the FT’s of particular functions. If  G E L”(C”), m E P, we say that G has FS 
(Fourier series) type m if G(z) = F(I z I) eirn’O for some F; here 1 x 1 (1 z1 ,.... 
, z,L ‘) and zB = j zli 1 e ie~. We also let P,, E&B(&) denote the projection onto 
<‘F Ja,,,: and prove the following lemma which will also be important in Section 7. 
LEMMA 1.3. (a) If  G ELM has FS type m, then YAG(E,,,) : r,,,E, (sgnh)l,,,,, 
for some ronstants raA E C, 1 ru,, < 11 G ,I1 . (Here EB,, == 0 $:fp E (Z ~)“.) In parti- 
cular, if m = 0, ?f’,G -= x aE-(Z +p, ruAP,, (the matrk c!f Y,,G is cliu~onnl). (Sincr 
1’,,, : ’ G / 1 ,I rmAPaA obviously represents an element ?f :&;/ion).) 
(17) Jf x E lR*, and G,, = e~‘A1~z12, then P,,, c:,CB,~(G,,,)(~ A )“. llerr 
, ,i CT, 71. 
Proof. We may assume h = Q; we suppress A. Sow if X- (2 )‘,- 
(YG) E, ~1 1 (C-,E,) G(z) dzi dz 
C” 
z 2-‘” f v  ... CT F(I z I) f  [ ( 1,‘3E1) eani”’ dH, ... dH,) 
‘0 -0 . (S’)” 
X dlZli2 .*. d / z,, I”. (1.9) 
I-,E, e-~ :2’2/2 exp(-,z . IV) exp(f * IV*) E, 
== em lilzr2 C &$?a-0 exp(--z * IV) & (for certain constants k,,) 
&a 
(for certain constants k&j 
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with the sum converging absolutely by Lemma 1.1(a). By Fourier series argu- 
ments, 
s (V,E,) eim.e de, a** dtl, = (277)” e-l212/2 (S’Y $* koraki;,a-mZa-BZ”-R-~kE~-~~ I3 &?,L (1.10) 
from which (9G) ,??, = Y,E,-, for some ya E C; this proves (a). 
For (b), we note that ZYjG,, = 0 for 1 \< j < n, so (9G,,) Wi = 0 for 1 < 
j < n; so if a: # 0, (%G,) E, = 0. To evaluate (gG,) E,, , we compute for the 
m 
constants m (1.13) that k,, = k&, = 1, so that by (1.9) (3G) E, = T” so ... 
sy e-1*12 d I z1 ]a ..’ d 1 z, I2 = #. This proves (b). 
((a) could be seen more directly in the Bargmann representation but we 
prefer the present proof since it leads directly to Laguerre function formulae if 
k,, , k;3,, are identified; see [4]. We return to this in a later paper.) 
I f  NEZ-, let $,(~~)=(SE~(~~)/S,,=O if Ia/+lpI >N}. Here 
(S,,) is the matrix of S. Also set 2N = {(S(h)) ~2 I S(h) f  fN(&) for each h, 
and S,,(h) E C,m(R*) for each fa, /3 E (Z+)“}. Set $(gA) = lJNEr+ $N(#A), 
Z? = uNEZ+ sN. Lemma 1.3(b) enables us to draw the following useful con- 
sequence, which will also be useful in a later paper. 
LEMMA 1.4. If S E $(%$, then $S = 3”,(F) for some F E Y(C). If S E 9 
then S =f'for somefE Y(C). IfS E 9 then S = {for somefE .V(W"). 
Proof. Again let G,,,(z) = e--1~~1z~2. Let 
Gin” = (~A”)4(~A), Go, if X>O, 
G;; = (Z!i?A”)a(9’A)” GOA if X < 0. 
If  (S(h)) E 2, set 
Then gh(gA) = S(X). Further, if h(h, z) = g*(z), then h E Y(R x Cn) (since 
the S,,(X) vanish near X = 0). I f  f(t, z) = (1/27r) j-zm ecinth(t, .a) dt, then 
f E Y(Wn) and &t”(x) = S(h). This proves the second statement; the proof of 
the first statement is implicit in the proof just given. 
It will also be useful to be able to approximate general F by smooth functions. 
For cp ill, E > 0, set (D,y)(z) = l @~(z/&“) for .a E C”. 
LEMMA 1.5. If F eL1(Cn), rp E y@?), SC” C/J dV = 1 and h E [w*, then 
IIF x,D,~--F~$+O as c-0. 
Proof. As in the Euclidean case, one first proves that F xA D,rp + F every- 
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where if F E C,(P) (continuous, compact support); one then uses the fact th‘it 
C,. is dense in L1. 
Observe further that (identifying the 8,) qn(DEF) ~-;- G,,(F). Also note that if 
F E Ll(!Eiz) and g, E Z@A , then gA(D,F)p, = scrc ( I,‘,t&) F(z) rlz dZ - (SF dl/); 
as c --f 0 by the strong continuity of Vzh and dominated convergence. 
:1nalogousl!-, if.fEL1(Wn), we set D,f(t, z) := t (n llf(t!c% -it1 “). IffELl(f+” 1. 
‘1 
Let $a(e,) denote the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on #A; if S E Az(j’/;), lr~t 
S z denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of S. If  K, ,i’ E .X2($\), let (R I S) 
tr(R*S). Let Yr;(X$ denote the trace class operators on Y4; if .-1 E :39($,). 
.C E $i(@,), we let (A I S) = tr(/l*S). Let 9r”(%$ denote those S c .%(3$ with 
s ‘f : IX:31 ~1 SE,,, ,’ ( ~2. Sate .YlE(2Q C .Pl(A?,). Define .T,: .Pi”(Y’e,) > 
(‘(@TO I~!- (&Y)(a) m= tr( P-A,S); T,S is then continuous on ZJL and .T,;S(z)’ 
.S’{. 
I,ct A2 = fS = (S(X)) ~3 I S(X) E AA for 3.~. ,\ and S ~ 5 
Jc,= S(X)~ji(2 1 h )‘, CEX < m}. If  R, S ~,%‘a let (R ~ S) be the inner product of 
R and S induced by /j /‘:! . Let .%, = {(S(h)) E -33 i S(h) E .4(X*) for a.e. h and 
JFr tr(S(/\)) 1 (2 I X ‘)” rlh i: ZG>. If  A EM, S ~-@r , write (A / S) 
s:71 tr(. I ‘(,I) S(h))(2 I A 1)” dX. Let 3’i := (S .= (S(h)) E .X S(h) E -fiE(~,) i;11 
ax. A and ~ S ‘1: = szT ,j 5(X)1/:(2 1 X I),, dX < co!. Xote .XrE C -%r Define -: 
eA,E -+ C(o-0”) byS(u) = sTK tr(U_,,S(h))(2 / X ‘)‘, dA if S : (S(X)) ~.&?r~. Xotr 
S is continuous on Wn, and I/ S ilz < Ii S 1;. With all this preparation. we can 
state and prove the basic theorems of Fourier analvsis. 
I’r-rEonEn~l 1.6. (a) If  F E Si,2(n+l) (a?), then Y,,F L .Y;r3($,). Jj.f E .S:,,, &H~~). 
thett,f(hj E &“(PA)fo~ each A, andfE9’,E. 
(1~) (Inversion theorem): If  F E Ll(@Y) and S = 3,,F E -YIE(~A), then F(z) 
r~c(~YLS)(2 ’ A )” for almost all z E @‘I. I f f  E L1( WI’) rind S fE JIE, then,j(u) 
c,s(u)~for almost all u E W”. Here c,~ == c:,!277. 
(c) (Plancherel theorem): Y,, can be extended to a map .from Lp(Cfi) onto 
&(K,) cwd A can be extended to a map from L”(Wn) onto ii/r, [f F E- IJa(Cn), fh 
i F ,'z -~ c:, 'I f9AFli32 I X I)“. IffEL2(W”), ‘ifi~z c, “.fI$ 
(d) (Riemann-Lebesgue lemma): If F ELM, therz Y,,F is compact; $ 
,f~ Ll(IM”), then.{(X) is compact and ilf^(X)li + 0 as h -+ _-B. [f  S E YE(y%;), then 
(.T,;S)(z) -+ 0 as z - m; if S E .3TlE, then s(u) --+ 0 KS u --+ x 
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Proof. In verifying the assertions involving 9A we may assume 
using D, and +); we suppress h when doing this. 
ForNEZ+,putN+=N++z. 
To see (a), note that /j(gF) E, ]I = v;(~+~) II(9?Z’~+‘F) E, 11; so 
.YlE(2) since CNEZ+ (“z:;‘) N;“-’ < co. Also 
h = ; (by 
that 3F E 
(1.10) 
(We use the convention that C denotes a constant and different appearances of C 
may denote different constants.) Analogously, 3(h) E 9rE(Hh). We have the 
furher estimates IIf”@) lLi\ II d llfl$ and II!(h) Em,,, II < (2 I h I G)-(~+~) IIG+2flll; 
so that 
G c(llfl!l + lG+2fl!l); g = Wf /!I + II L:+2f Ill). 
+ 
This proves (a). 
We next prove (b) for F through a series of special cases. We first prove that, 
if F E S,l, then 
F(z) = c;(YS)(z) for all z E 62. (1.11) 
It will suffice to prove (1.11) at z = 0, for otherwise we replace F by T,F. 
Say q3 55 C,m(Cn) and v  = 1 in a neighborhood of 0. Let Fl = (1 - v)F, 
F, = yF. Then F = Fl + F,; Fl E S,r, Fl vanishes in a neighborhood of 0; and 
F, E C,E(CQ). It suffices therefore to prove (1.11) in each of two cases: 
Case 1. F vanishes in a neighborhood of 0. 
Case 2. FE Ccm. 
In Case 1, we set G(z) = F(z)/1 z I2 and, for 1 < K < n, set G, = mkG. 
The product rule shows that GE S,l, also that Gk and M,G, E S,l for all k. 
Since F = CT M,G, , it suffices to prove: 
If  G’, M,G’ E S,l, then tr(g(M@‘)) = 0 for each k. (1.12) 
That is, we would like to show (by Proposition 1.2(a)(i)) that tr(& 3G’) = 0; 
this is completely analogous to the fact that the integral of the derivative of a 
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function that vanishes at a3 is zero. Heuristically, (1.12) should follow from 
tr( W;+G’) = tr(G’IVk+). The proof is a little more careful: 
(expanding out and telescoping). 
We have estimates /l(YG’) E, j < N;-n ~~ PonG I r if 31 : -- N; so for each 
SEZ+ tr(9(MkG’))] < CClal=N~V,:n(~k + l)rj2 :;. C(“iT;‘) :V;“(-V -t l)li:!---t 
OasNd co.Thisproves(l.l2)andhence(l.ll)in< ‘ase I. One proves similarly, 
hv the way, that: 
I f  G’, i@,G’ E Sri, then tr(9(1@1,G’)) : 0 for each k. (1.12)’ 
In Case 2, we define fl: .M(@“) - c by LlF -~ tr(YF) for FE .Y(C’“). By the 
estimate (1. IO), fl is tempered distribution; by Case I, il is supported at the 
origin, so LlF = xial.+1,/4N c,~[(~/~x)*(~/~~)OF](O) for some S E P. Say 9 E Y, 
cp = I in a neighborhood of 0. Then c,~ = /l(Mka&?,sy) := 0 if (a, p) # 0 by (1.12) 
and (1.12)‘. So tr(YF) = CF(0) for some C; one determines (’ by use of Lemma 
1.3(b). This proves (1 .l 1). 
To prove (b) in general, select y(z) ==~ $( zr / ,..., zn 1) E Y”(P) with 
s cn 9 dV = 1 and note that for each E > 0, F ,Y D,p; E S,‘. By Lemma 1.3(a), 
we can write %‘(DE~) =: Cae(z+)n r,,P, . Here Y,, : : (&, , (<gem) E,) + 1 as E --, 0. 
xow by (1.1 l), 
For some sequence ck L 0, (F x Dckp)(z) --t F(z) for almost all z by Lemma 1.5. 
Also z& r,,(E, , T;_,SE,) - x.a (E, , I/_,SEJ = 5s as E ---, 0 since S E .Yr”(Z). 
This proves (b) for F. 
To show (b) forf, we proceed analogously. Suppose first that FcAfis continuous 
in z for all h. Then 5$“f(z) = c, tr(K,f^(X))(2 X )” for all z and all X. Since 
f~@~l, Fc”f(z) ELM for each z (as a function of X) and by the ordinary 
inversion formulaf(t, z) = (l/257) jTz ~‘~~&lf(z) dh --= c,S(t, z) for all (t, z) t‘ 
WV”. In the general case, let v(l, 2) = zJ(t, ; Q, ‘,..., : c, ) E Y(W71) with J-p dV 
I. Xote that &A(f * D,cp) = Fc2-,“f x ,, -~?D,F is continuous on @” since qAl),g: i 
9’(cn). Thus, for each E > 0, 
(f * D,cp)(u) = c, Ja tr(UAuj(X) 6:q(X))(2 / h I)” dA. 
--I 
(1.13) 
and one completes the proof of (b) by selecting appropriate E,~ L 0 in (1.13). 
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(c) for A say, follows from (b) applied tof *p(f~ Y) and the density of 9 
in%‘, . (d) for h follows from this density, the density of 9 in L1 and the estimate 
II &VII G II T’ Ml h I - 0 and h -+ fa tg E cV. 
Remark. Ordinarily, S,l(Wn) is defined as (f~ L1(Wn) 1 for each D E A,(Z, z), 
DWELT} h w ere the derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions. All the 
theorems of this section remain true if we use this extended definition of Sk1 
(and the analogous definition of Sf’). In fact, it is easily seen that it suffices to 
check (1.7) wheref is not assumed to be in Cl and the derivatives exist only in 
the distribution sense. Let us check (i) for example. For g E Y, Zjf *g = 
f c ZjRg, so Zyf @)&A) E, =f(h) Wjn&h) E, . For any fixed 01, X we may select 
g with b E 9 such that j(h) E, = E,; so ZTf = fWj . (ii) is even easier; for 
(iii), use j, g”. 
2. THE INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
We now analyze the inverse FT’ and YA and seek converses to Eq. (1.7) and 
Proposition 1.2 asking, for example, what hypotheses on S E Yr”(Z) will 
guarantee that Y(D,S) = i@kYS. For this particular question we expect 
(because of our proof of the inversion theorem) that we must “integrate by parts” 
on the FT side. With an eye to the distant future, when we eventually formulate 
distribution theory, we shall describe a general context when integration by 
parts is possible (Lemma 2.1(e), (f)). First, we introduce the relevant spaces. 
Set ,X(XA) = (SE 0(3&) 1 f  or each N E Zf there exists C, E R+ such that 
I/ SE,,, 11 < CN~;N for all 01 E (Z+)“}, and G? = {(S(h)) ~9 / for each NE Hf, there 
exists CNc Rf such that for all h E R*, /I S(h) Ear,A jl ,< CN(2 I h I v,)-~ holds 
for all 01 E (Z+)“}. 
I f  (S(A)) E 4, N EZ+, we set [l(S(h))l$ = SUP~,~(~ j h I v,)~ /j S(X) E,,, II; the 
norms I] 11: define a Frechet space topology on @?. Similarly, X(&?$ has a natural 
Frechet space structure. 8 is the analog of the rapidly decreasing functions on R1. 
We let X’(ZQ = (R E 0(&$ j f  or each SE .X(&‘$, C I(RE, I SE,)] < cc and the 
map S + C I(RE, 1 SEJ is continuous from ,X(XA) to QZ}. 
If  R E %‘(XA), S E X(HA), let (R 1 S) = 1 (RE, [ SE,). Let %?’ = {R = 
(R(A)) ~8 1 there exists j > --n, C E R such that for each OL, X, 11 R(h) Ea,h 11 < 
C(2 I X 1 vJ}. This is the analog of the functions on R1 with no worse than 
polynomial growth at cc and a weak singularity at 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) %‘,JS,,,(63)] C X(yt’,) C Yr”(&$ (continuous inclusions); 
[SmyW~)]A c G? c BIE (conti?zuous i?zczusions); .qsq c .x-y&q; B c 52’. 
(b) If  R E @?I, then R(X) E X’(HA) for each A; and the map S + szw x,, 
j(R(h) E, , S(h) E,)l(2 1 h 1)” dh is continuous from 9? to @. (If R E @‘, S E ‘?, we 
set (R I S) = f?‘” X, (R(A) .K , S(h) -%)(2 I h I)” @. 
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(c) [t s. s?jJ, 2FjhSEYlE, then 2Ttc,(FAS) = TA(SW~,), ZfjA(FAS) : 
-mFA(SLt;h). I f  instead S, W&S, W,?;S E YIE, then .Zi”,(FAS) = YA( W$$ 
2?fA(YAS) :: -rA( W&S). (When we write “Wj,IS E .cE,” qf course we implicit!v 
amme S: //,, - gAj. 
(d) .%I\ 1 :, j < n. If  S, SW, , SW, E -YIL, then ZjS = (SW,)‘. 
zjs (SW,--)“. I f  instead S, W,S, Wj-S E-.+?,‘. ~!KJU ZjRS = (WiS)“. 
z,,“s ~~ (W; :-S)‘. 
(e) ‘TN\’ 1 < j < n, SE .X(sQ, R E X(2”). I f  D,;,,.)’ E .X(ZA), lrisnR C” 
A”(&‘\), tlm (R I D$T) ==: -(fi,;,R 1 S); in particular, .y,(D,C,AS) =m: A%?k(z,;S). 
,Yimilarlv ii. the roles of D,, and I?,, are reversed and rl?k is replaced 6-v --Ml~ . . 
(f) .VaT 1 -I, j :< n, S E ??, R E (G”‘. I f  D,S E ‘2, &R c ‘t?‘, then (R I DkS) 
-(b,.R S); SO (D$j)” == iq$. ,‘j’ivnilar!v with D,, , Dr. rwersetl ud .I?,. 
replacrrl !).i3 - M,, . 
l’~,oj. -1s usual we assume X =: $- and suppress h where appropriate. The 
proof of the first two parts of (a) copies the proof of Theorem I .8(a); we shall not 
repeat it. I f  R E.A~(%~), S + R*S is continuous on X(8\), so the third part 01 
(a) is clear: the fourth part is obvious. 
The proof of(b) simply modifies the proof of Theorem 1.8(a). For the second 
part, for example, if R E +?‘, select j :, -n, C with ‘1 R(h) R, < C(2 / X / vJi. 
I f  s F 77% .\I n-t-j !- I,wefind 
For (c), note that 
YI(c9$S) = iTyj C (V,E, , SE,)) = c (i-& :- ; zj) T’,E, , SE,] 
-c(V,W,+E,,S r E,) = C (r-J, , swjE,j ~- ~TA(sWJ, 
ci I 
and similarly using L@j . The justification of the interchange of order of differen- 
tiation and summation is by the fundamental theorem of calculus for .Z’, , !l/, 
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together with the absolute convergence, uniform for bounded x, of the sums 
involved. The proof for TjR and &jR is similar. 
For (d), observe that, by what we have just shown, that if S = (S(h)), 
Zj,(FAS(h)) = FA(S(h) W,J for a.e. A; hence Z,(e-iAt&S(X)) = e-iAtYA(S(h) W,,J 
for a.e. A, similarly using &i; hence .Zi(sTW eeiAtYA(S(h)) ] h I12 dh) = (S(X) W&‘. 
The interchange of order of differentiation and integration is justified by Fubini 
as usual. The rest of (d) is similar. 
For (e), observe that SE .X(X) + SW, E ,X(Z). Since also D,S E X(Z), 
we find W,S E ,X(Z) as well. Thus 
(R I D,s) = (R I [s> W,l) = 1 VW, SW&,) - (R I W,S) 
= 1 (RW,+E, , SE61 - (W,‘-R 1 S) = ([R, W,+] 1 S) 
= -(&R 1 S). 
By (1 .I l), if we set R = V, , FJD,,S) = Mk(YAS). Similarly for the rest of(e). 
(f) is immediate from (e) and (b); this proves the lemma. 
Easy enough, but one final, more subtle question must be dealt with in the 
basic theory: if f  is suitable, what is the map which takes j to $? It will not be a 
derivation this time. 
First some more notation and abuses of notation. Set Sz,, = & Dkn&; here 
qQ,> = {S E 0(&g j s: LsA + 9(A,)}. Let Sz = ‘& D,D, on 9(sZ) = {(S(h)) E 
9 1 S(h) g 9(52,,) for all A). (For suitablefEC(O-P), we have (xi=, MJ@J)~ = 
--sLf). I f  SE~(SZJ, then (2A)2~,$’ = -& [[S, WL], W,,] on 9,,; we abbreviate 
the right side to -[[S, WA+], W,]. (W e use the abuse of notation that if A, B, C 
are operators, A W,,B W,,+C means & A W,,,B Wk:C, similarly A W,,jmB W,,C, and 
naturally extend this convention to expressions involving commutators.) Then 
(2x)xy!3 = -[[S, W,], w;‘-1 on gA as well. I f  S E 9(Q), we similarly write 
SS = -$M-2[[S, w], W-‘-J. 
Next, suppose S = (S(h)) ~9?, A,, E R*. Identify the spaces %A , suppose 
v  E x. w~l~~)S(~),IA=Ao exists for each CJI E 9, defined S’(h,) E O(s) by S’(A,,)p, = 
(d/dA)S(A),l,+ for all y  for which this exists. I f  S = (S(X)) ~3 and each S’(A) E 
U(sA), write S’ = (S’(X)). 
I f  Q = (Q(X)) E 9? we say that Q is %strongly continuous if for each y  E 9, 
Q(X)? is continuous as a function of X E R*. 
Finally, define M,,:LO(W) -Lo@-!“) by Mof(t, z) = ;tf(t, z). Then our 
desired lemma states: 
LEMMA 2.2. Iff, Mof, Mkf, il?fkf EL1(Wn) for each k, I < k < n, then 
j’ = M;f + $M-l il (-M;f WI, + i$f Wk+) on fi 9. (2.1) 
k=l 
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In particular, . f  ’ is 9-stron& continuous. Thus (b-v Proposition I .2), if p E U,, 
* $f(A)p =-: j’(X)p, + & ([f(h), WA’] rv,, - [J(A). WA] IV,;)cf p.21 
for Lllmost all A. If  f  E S,l n Sfl, (2.2) holds for all h and all p: E 9(-g,). 
Pr 0 t$. Say p # 0, 9) E flEzl 9, z ~3 C”. We claim 
(3.3! 
To see this, fix z and set A(T) = VFz as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. For A E R 
with Xp A 0, note 
(2.4) 
and 
$ A ((#““) F = &A ((f)“‘, (-z . rv,, -- i , WA),, (2.5) 
proving (2.3). 
Thus 
Since the integrand is uniformly integrable for p in compact subsets of R*, wt: 
conclude that f  ‘(A&c indeed exists and is given by (2.1). The a-strong continuity 
follows from the strong continuity off, MQf, etc. This proves Lemma 2.2. 
We define w: HP +C by W(U) = j x I2 - it if u = (t, z); then W(U) = j z /? 
it. We define Mw , M,: L”(Wn) --f LO(Hl”) by 
(Mw f  )(4 == 44 f  (4, (l%f+ f)(u) :~_ 7L’(u) f  (u). 
For our purposes, it is more useful to know (Mw f  )^  than it is to know (MO f  ) .^ 
We therefore define operators A, A: B + 2 as follows: 9(A) = 9(A) = {S r-y 
(S(h)) E B? 1 S’ E W and is B-strongly continuous and for each A, S(h): gA -+ 
Q(A,)}. I f  S E 9(A), we set 
AS = S’ + aM-2(-[S, W] W’ m- W[S, W’]), 
ib = S’ + $M-2([S, W+]W - W+[S, WI). 
(2.6) 
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IffE S,l n S,“‘(Wn) and M,f, MPf EL1, then 
iGwf = -flf, M;f = xf. (2.7) 
This follows from Lemma 2.2 and our knowledge of Q. Further, we have the 
useful algebraic fact: if S E 9(/l), 
AS = (S’ + nM-lS) + $M-2(-[SW+, W] + [WS, W+], 
& = (S’ -k nM-9) + ;M-2([SW, W’] - [W+S, W]. 
P-8) 
Equations (2.8) follows from (2.6) and the relation yW, W+] = -2nM. Also 
U, E 9(/l) and 
-AU, = w(u) u, , Au, = a(u) u, (2.9) 
by (1.8) and (2.3). 
Finally, we attack the inverse problem to that of Eq. (2.7), wondering for 
which SE %? do we have (AS)v = M$, or more generally, for which R E %?I, 
S E k? do we have (R [ AS) = -(AR 1 S). Ag ain “integration by parts” will be 
required, and this is easily accomplished on the formal level if we use (2.6) 
to expand /lS and (2.8) to expand (1R. The problem is analogous to a familiar 
situation on the line: suppose (a) f, g E Cl@*), (b) g, g’ decrease rapidly, while f, 
f’ have no worse than polynomial growth, (c) fg is continuous at 0. Then 
J-:afg' = j-:af’g. Th e analogs are (a) R E 9(A), S E LB(A), (b) S, /lS E @‘, 
R, AR E @‘; but for the Tauberian condition (c) we need a rather complicated 
condition. As X -+ 0, we must know that some relevant quantity goes to zero 
relative to the class G?:; so we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Say S = (S(h)), R = (R(h)) ~9’, NEZ+; we set 
4vR S, 4 = C (W) -7-L , S(h) E,) 
lCil=N 
for each h. 
Set 
JN+(R, S) = & A,(R, S, A) P-l dA, 
Jav-(R S) = s 
’ A,(R, S, A) 1 h In--l dA 
--m 
if the integrals exist. Our desired lemma then states: 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) Suppose 
(9 S E g(4, (ii) S, I1S E 4 and 
(i)’ R E LB(A), (ii)’ R, AR E @‘. 
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.Yz@ose either (iii) D,S E @for all k OY (iii)’ D,R E #‘for all k. A41so suppose 
(iv) For some I E Z, limNPm N(J,.,,i-(R, S) - &JR, S)) mm_ 0. 
Then (R : AS) x --(AR j S). 
(b) The statement of (a) with the roles of A, ii reeersect and the roles of D,( e 
D,,, reversed. 
(c) If  R = U, in (a) OY (b), then(i)‘, (ii)‘, (iii)’ are satisfied. 
Ifs EI ‘$ satis$es (i), (ii), and (iv) of (a) with R = U,, , then (dS)- ~= A!!$; 
(f S E c satisfies (i), (ii), and (iv) of (b) with R : U, , then (AS)’ = -A%Zq,s. 
Kemavks. (I) Iff E -Y(W”) and S I= f- then S automatically satisfies (i), (ii) 
and (iii). 
(2) (iv) is the desired Tauberian condition. The proof of Lemma 2.3 w-ill 
show that (iv) is necessary. In fact, if we assume all the hypotheses of (a) e.wept 
(iv) and the conclusion of (a), then (iv) follows for every I E H. In particular, (ivi 
holds for all I E Z if S = f^( f E .V’(W”)) and R = U,, . 
Before proving Lemma 2.3, we insert a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose R E %?“, S E $?. Y%en 
(a) J,V+(R, S), J&R, S) existfor all K; as A. + X, they go to zero. 
(1~) For each JV, -“1,(R, S, A) A” --f 0 as h ---f 0 OY X ---f km. 
Proqf. (a) For some j >a --n, for each ME Z+ there exists C, such that 
!(R(h) EN, S(X) EJ < C,,42va i A I)‘-“. (2.10) 
So, in fact, if M 3-, 72 + j, 
similarly for JN-(R, S). 
(b) This is immediate from (2.10). 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. (a) and(b). First supp ose we are in (a) and that (iii)’ holds. 
Let R, =-- rl”R, S, = AS. For NE Z+, a, b E [-CO, CO], let 
I& b) = I” 1 [(R(A) E, , S,(X) ELy) + (R,(A) E, , S(X) EJ] I X IT1 dh (2.1 I) 
a IJI<N 
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and let I,+ = I,(O, co), IN- = I,(-co, 0). We shall prove 
lim (IN+ + 1;-1-1) = 0; N+a (*I 
this will clearly establish the desired conclusion. 
For 01 E (Z+)” we introduce the auxiliary functionf,(h) = (R(X) E, , S’(h)&) + 
((GA + (49) W) Ect , W Ed fm . 1s continuous (by the g-strong continuity 
of all the operators). If a, b E [-co, co], set &(a, b) = $&A) ] h In dh if the 
integral exists. If 0 < u < b < co, &(a, b) exists, and integration by parts is 
justified. We find H,(a, b) = (R(h) E, , S(A) E,) A” 1: . By Lemma 2.4(b), 
I&(0, co) = I&(- co, 0) = 0. (2.12) 
In (2.11) we use (2.6) to expand S1 , and (2.8) to expand R, . We find that, 
a, b E R and ub > 0, then 
where 
a,44 = c [-VW Em 9 [WV, WAI WA+&) + (VW) WA , JJ’,+l E, , S(h) -&,)I, 
l44N 
h,(4 = c KW) Em 9 W,[WV> WA+] Em) - ([W,+Wh W,l Ea 3 84 -&A. 
I”I<N 
We expand the commutators and telescope the sums, finding if h > 0, 
zxz 
i 4,r+,(Wk+R SW$, 4 
k=l 
if h < 0, 
g,(h) = hN(X) = -2 i A,(W,+R, SWe+, A). 
k=l 
For x > 0, we therefore have gN(h) = h,,(A) = (p,(h) + qN(;\)), where 
pi+(h) = 29 2 &+@kR, SWk+, A), 
k=l 
lorj=Nk=l 
= c i (% + 1) 1 h 1 (R(A) E, , S(h) Em) = (N + n) 1 x 1 A,(R, s, A). 
lal=N k=l 
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I f  X < 0, we have gN(X) = AN(X) = -( pN(X) t qn(h)), where 
Use (2.12) in (2.13); gathering terms, we find 
I/ + iT;mrel = 2 1$1 j;+@,R, SW,+) - 2 f J;--I--I(DkR, SW,;+) 
L lc=1 
+ &(n - 1) J&r+(R, S, A) + +(N + l)(J,+-(R, S, h) 
- I,-,(R S, 4). (2.14) 
I f  S E %?, then SW,+ E @ also. Using (iii’) and Lemma 2.4(a) and (iv), (*) is 
immediate, proving (a) when (iii)’ is assumed. If  we were in (b) and (iii) were 
assumed, we would write R, = AR, S, = AS, then expand (2.11) by using 
(2.6) for R, and (2.8) for S, . Aside from a complex conjugate, we have simply 
reversed the roles of R and S in our previous argument, and we arrive at the 
analog of (2.14) needing to show that for each k, JN+~(RWkA, DkS) -+ 0 as 
X ---+ co. But RW,+ E @‘, so this case is handled. For the remaining cases, we 
define p: 9 - 9 by p((Q(h))) 1 (QJX)), where Q,(h) =-= Q(-X). We note that 
if Q E @D,), then DkpQ = -p&Q and if Q~g(fl), then &Q = --pflQ. 
So in the remaining cases we need only replace R, S by pR, pS and use what we 
have proven. This proves (a) and (b). 
(c) By (2.5), U; is g-strongly continuous. (i)’ and (ii)’ hold by (2.9); 
(iii)’ follows from (1.8) and its adjoint equation, for these imply that DkU, 
%JJ,, , b,U, = -zkUu Th e remaining conclusions follow from (a)? (b), and 
(2.9). 
Lemma 2.3 is a preliminary result, and marks the limit of how far these 
techniques will take us. To understand condition (iv) we shall need multiple 
Fourier series (Section 3); to finally derive a workable conclusion from the lemma 
we shall need contraction (Sections 4 and 5). 
3. MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES AND W 
In this section, we are primarily interested in simplifying Lemma 2.3 by 
exploiting the relation of multiple Fourier series to the FT on W”. We have met 
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this idea already once in Lemma 1.3. To develop this idea fully, it is convenient 
to introduce a different way of looking at the FT. 
We shall view 9,, as a mapping from Ls(C) into Ls(q”) and the FT. on IHI” 
as a mapping from L2(W*) into L2(ha), where c,,” and h” are spaces we shal1 
soon define. In this section, these spaces will be valuable only for notational 
purposes; but we hope to eventually convince the reader that they have an 
independent existence. 
For h # 0, let cAn be the space (2 1 h j Z+)” x (S1)12 where we use coordinates 
(2’3, j x I,...) 2% I h I, Pl,..., eidn) (q E Z+, 0 < C$ < 277 for eachj). c,,* is thought 
of in analogy to c,,~ = C” E (R+)” x (Sr)n, where we identify 7 E @” with 
(I 171 12,..., I yn 12, e%..., &), where Q = I Q ) eiej. For OL E (Z+)n, oiy;r denotes 
@4X1,w)ECA I, nj. this is the analog of a polydisc. We abbreviate c$;’ to o’a,h 
whenever n is understood. 
We use the measure v,,, on oa,A which is Lebesgue measure on (9)” times the 
factor (2 / h I)n-1(2n)-n. We also use the measure vA on cAn which is 2 I h / x, v~,,, . 
I f  h fL2(~,&, then h has Fourier series h(w) = x h,einz*4 (here w = (eidl,..., 
ei&)). L2 itself is not as useful as a certain subspace. Thus we let L+2(a,,A) = 
{h E L2(cu,J I h,, = 0 if a: - (sgn h)Z # (Z+)fi}. Let L2+(c,“) = {h E L2(cAn) I 
h EL+~(u~,J on each u~,~}. 
Say A # 0. Then L+2(o,,,) has orthonormal basis ((2 j h 1)-(“--1)‘2Ei,A} for 
/3 E (?I+)“, where E;,,(w) = exp(--i sgn A(/3 - a) .$). 
Let A’(cA”) = {functions h on cAn I h EL+~(u& on each u~,~}. We define a 
bijection A%?‘: U(.&) -+ A!(cAn) as follows: if S E O(ZA), say S has matrix (Soa); 
then we set AS(2a I X I, W) = &Q+)~ SsuE;“,A . We set 0 = A-r. We define 
addition and scalar multiplication in &(~,a) in such a way that J&’ is a vector 
space isomorphism. Iff ,  g E .&‘(c,,“) and if (Q)(cOg) exists in 0(X?), we setfg = 
.A’[(Of)(0g)]; so O(XA) and A(cAn) are isomorphic in every possible way, and 
we may drop A@’ and 0 without confusion arising. Thus if F E L2(Cn), we use the 
name 3’,F also to refer to J&‘(‘~,,F). 
Thus Plancherel states that 9,, is an isomorphism between L2(Cn) and L+2(~An), 
and 11 F 11: = c, 11 3’,,F [\i2teA*j for F ELM. Th e analogy with the Euclidean FT 
9’ on @” thus presents itself strongly, and in Section 4 we shall understand this 
more clearly. It is perhaps worthwhile to emphasize that the inner product on 
L2(cAn) is given by .I$ R(x) S(x) k(x) = JcAs (R*S)(x> 4(x) # .I$ R*(X) S(x) 
C&,(X) in general. 
Let h” = {(A, x) 1 h E R*, x E cAn}. On h” we use the element of measure dp = 
dv, dh. Set L+2(hn) = {h E L2(hn) 1 h E L+2(c,n) for almost every A}. Let A(h”) = 
(functions h on h” I h EL+~(c,~) for a.e. A}. Define A’: W - A’(h”) by AS(h, x) = 
[JAz’S(A)](X) if S = (S(A)) ~9. Extend the notion of sums, product, and scalar 
multiplication naturally to Af(h”), set U = A-r, and grant us the right to omit Lo 
and A!. Plancherel gives us an isomorphism between L2(Wn) and L2(hn) with 
ll~ll~ = cn Ilfll&P, . 
We translate Lemma 1.3 into this new language. Say G E L2(@“), g E L2(W7’), 
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S E A!(cAn), and h E d’(h,). We may write G(s) = C G,,,(] x I) e‘7”‘0, g(f, 2) 
Cgn,(t, 1 z I) eirit+, S(2ol / A /, w) z x, S,,(~LY / X I) ei’n.d, and h(A, 201 I h I, 0~) 
C h,(A, 2a 1 X i) eim’+’ (the sums are over m EZ?; here z/c 1: / - e’@h. w -I: 
(ei61,... f  eimR)); we call these the Fourier series of G, ,g, S, and h. For each m E zii. 
we define On,: L2(@“) -+ L2(C”) by O,G(x) =: G,,,(j u” I) eini.O; similarly we define 
O,, onLa(W”), J&‘(c~“), and A?‘. I f  nz, E P and O,,G : 0 if nr ,/ m, , we say G 
has IS (Fourier series) type m,; similarlv for K, S, and I? we have the notion or 
FS type wzO. We let L1112(P) = {G ELM ; G has FS type nr:; similarly \I(’ 
define Z,,,,“(H1’), L:,l,,(~hVz), and L&(hn). We then have: 
Proqf. Hy Lemma 1.3, !5Yh(L1(@76) r\L,,,2(@‘“)) CLt,,,,(c,“). SinccL’ f7 I,,,,“(I“*) 
is dense in L,,,z(@n), TA(Lm2(Cn)) C L:..,,,(c,\~~). Let Lf,:(@“) and Lfi,,(c :“) denote 
the orthogonal complements of L,,,z(@rr) and L’ Jc,,“) in I,?(@“) and L ‘(c),” !, 
respectivelv. I f  FE L%((Cfl) has finite Fourier series. Y,,(F) ,E Z,~Y~,,(c,fl); hv the 
density of such functions in L”,(O), we find !#,,(Z%, (c3?!)) C Lai,,,(c,,i3j, :.:b 
:9,,(L,,,2(@TL)) =: L:,,,(c~“). The statement for * follows similarly- from tlx, 
inclusion (.Y n L,,,2(W”))A C Z,:,,(h”) w rc IS erived from Lemma I .3. h’ h . . d 
A4gain we see the analogy with g-, which mapsL,,,‘(IC”) onto ZJ,i,2(@7L). Katurall\, 
also, i f f  E Lr( W”) has FS type nz, thenfhas FS type m. 
The FS decomposition enables us to introduce important subspaces of ‘/?. I;OI 
each Arl E PIi, we define w.,, := {h E A!(h”) for each K, SE z them exists 
CK,V E R with O,,,h(h, 2~r j A /, (0)I s’ C,, X I”( m ~ I ) “(3 ,I If,) v  for all 
YE@ )“, A F Ri*j. I f  A-, NEZl, hE’#,\, , w’c set 
these norms define a Frechet space topology on %,,, . Obser\-e % ,,’ C % \, if 
,V’ ;: M. Set K =-- W,, . Note that if h ~.fY(h”) has FS type rn, then h F ‘8 
if and only if h E ‘6. 
Let .Y(h”) = [Y’(W~~)]^, topologized to be isomorphic to .I/‘( Hri) as a Frechet 
space. Y’(HV) is the space we ultimately plan to characterize. The next lemma 
shows the importance of V. 
I,EMMA 3.2. (a) Y(hn) C % C d. 
(b) If  h E ST?, then the FS of h converges absolutely, uniform(v for nil (A, 
2a : x ;, (0). 
Proof. (a) Say f~ ,Y’(ftP); we show f~ V. Write O,j = f,,, . I f  ] x I _ 0, 
we may writef,(t, z) = Jtsljnf(t, zeis) e-i’n’e de (here d6’ is normalized Lebesgue 
measure on (S1)n, zeis = (.q+,..., Unneten)). We may take this as the definition 
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of fm for all x E C”. It will be sufficient to make some elementary observations 
about the fm: 
(i) For each Kc Z+, supm(I m 1 + l)K 11 fm iI1 < co. To see this, for each 
N E H+ write 1 m IN = I m, IN1 ... 1 m, IN*; it suffices to show that 
supm 1 m IN 1) fm jjl < co for each N E (Z+)“. For z, E P(W~), 1 < k < n, we write 
(L&t, 27) = (q a/ax, - 2$ a/&?,) v(t, x). 
(Pf )(t, zeie) e-im’e d6 
< J‘ I(-Vf)(t, zeie)l de, (S’P 
so 
ImlNllfmlll = ImINrn I If& I z I)1 d 12 I” CR+)” 
< 7P s I MNf )(4 I z I eie)l de d I 2 I2 = II LNf /II , CR+)” (S’P 
proving the claim, 
(ii) finE 9’(W”), and for each NEZ+, O,L,,Nf = LoNfnr , To see this, 
observe that 
Zifm = is,. [ (&) f  (t, xeie) eiej + i&% (-&) f  (t, zeie) eiej] e-im’e df3 
= 
s 
(zif)(t, Zeie) e-i(m-ei)‘e de 
WV 
and 
Thus O,Z,f = Zifm+e. and one proves the claim inductively. 
Now say h = f. By ii), C II fm iI1 < 03, hence C I/ fm(h)jl < co for each h and 
we must have O,h = fm . Now 1 O&X, 2a / h 1, w)I < 1) LoNjm 111(2 I X ) v,)-N for 
each NE Z+; so to show that h E V, we need only show that [I LoNfm II1 < 
C,(l m 1 + l)-“. This is immediate from (i) and (ii). 
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That 9? C 8 is trivial since if h E ‘G, NE Z ~ , 
= C;;(2 I x / I’,)-? 
(b) follows from these estimates in the case AV 0. 
We now return to Lemma 2.3 and seek hypotheses which are easier to verify. 
Let 
%’ = fR = (R(h)) E 9 / for each m E P there exist j : _ --n, C,,, E W, sucl~ that 
for each OL, A, / O&A, 2a: I h I, w)! < C,,(2 I A / I,$; 
for each A, R(X) E X’(.Y&); and the map 
S --+ j”zz xU I(R(h) E, , S(h) EJ (2 1 h 1)” clh is continuous from %- to Cj. 
I f  R E %‘, S E V we may define (R j S) in the usual manner. r\;ote that ‘g’ C % ‘. 
andif RE.G!?hasFStypem,thenREE”ifandonlyifR~~’. 
I f  S, S E 9, we define D,S E B! by Q,S := (&(A)) where 
S,(h) = W) - “‘6y-r\_! 
h 
If  S E Y(A), it is easy to see from (2.6) that O,(AS) : = A(@,,$), O,(AS) 
fl”(@,S) on 9 (simply examine the various matrices). Thus we can define 
the following extensions of A and A. Define A, , Al: d’(hn) - di’(h”) as follows: 
Q(A1) =- (h E Af(h”) j h, = @,A is c’i in A E R” and there exists u E A’(hlL) 
with Ol,,u = Ah,]; if h E G?(Ar) as above, set A,/? = Em A/z,, . Similarly, using 
‘4, define a(fl;), fl; . 
We then have the following modification of Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) Suppose 
(i) S E 9(Ar) (ii) S, A,S E 59 (iii) for each m E Z”, D,(O,S) E % 
(i’) R E G(fl”l) (ii’) R,(IrR E %’ (iii’) for each m E P, D,(O,R) E 5%“. 
Further suppose: for ekh m E P, either 
(iv) Dk(O,S) E%? or (iv’) &(QmR) E %’ 
Then (R I AS) = -(fl;R j S). 
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(b) The statement of (a) with the roles of A, and D, reversed with those of 
Al and &. 
(c) If R = U, , then R satisfzes (i)‘, (ii’), (iii’), (iv’) of (a) OT (b). So if 
S E %T satisfies (i)-(iii) of (a), the-n (AIS)” = M,$; while if S E 9? satisfies (i)-(iii) 
of(b), then (AIS)- = -n/r,% 
(d) Iff E Y(W), thenfsatisjies (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). 
Proof. (a) and (b). I f  Q E %?, it is evident that the FS of Q converges to Q 
in the topology of ‘8. So in (a) we need only show that for each m EZ?, 
(R j AO,S) = -(AR 1 0,s). This is the same as showing that (O,R 1 A@,$) = 
-((1@,R 1 0,s). Briefly, then, we may assume in (a) or in (b) that R and S have 
FS type m, and we do so. It will then suffice to demonstrate Lemma 2.3(v). 
Let I = Cz=, mL . We claim: A&R, S, A) = AN(R+, S+, A) if A < 0. This 
is immediate, since the map /I - p + m is a bijection between {/I E (Z+)” 1 
1 /I 1 = N - I, p + m 3 0} and (CX E (Hi-)% 1 [ 01 j = N, OL - m > O}. Recall the 
map p: g + 9 defined by p@(h)) = (Q,(h)) where &(A) = Q(-A). We have 
J;;_,(R, S) = JN-(R+, S+) = J,v+(pR+, pS+), so 
N(J,+(R, S) - I;-@, S)) = W,t(R 8 - IN+(PR+, PS+N 
= N(J,+(MD,R, S) + JN+bR+, MQ,S)). 
It therefore suffices to show 
(i) R+E%?‘, (ii) IfPEg’, QE@, then 
N= 
i c (P@) J% , Q(4 Ea) A” dh --t 0 
as N-co. 
0 ~al=N 
(i) is easy: we have, for some j > --n, 
I/ R+(h) Ev II = II R(A) IL-o,,, I/ < ‘32 I h I vz-cm) = CC2 l h i)%‘a - ~l>~ 
< C’(2 1 h j v,)j. 
Here c = sgn X and vs = 0 if fi $ (Z+)“. For (ii) it suffices to note that the proof 
of Lemma 2.1(b) shows that 1 Jr &I=~ (P(A) E, , Q(X) E,) A” dA I = 0(1/N’). 
(c) (i’) and (ii’) are clear, while (iv’) follows from the fact that if Q E 9(DrJ; 
then Dk(OmQ) = O+,,D,Q (similarly for D& To check (iii’) note UtiA = 
eiAtVzA and (V;“)+ = VzA. So (D&J,)(h) = [( eiAt - e-*^“)/A] VzA = 2i[(sin At)/ 
A] VzA. Since I (sin At)//\ I < I t 1, D&I, E B, so D,,B,U,, E B C V. 
For (d), by Lemma 3.2(a) we have only to check (iii). We may assume f  has 
FS type m. Say X > 0, write I = Cm, . Observe /[[~~(--A)]+ E, 11 = 
ll@f (--h)Ea-, II = \I(2 I X I ~T’p”(-4 -J-L IL 
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since if 01 - m E (P)“, 
This proves Lemma 3.3. 
We now focus attention entirely on the characterization of -Y(h”). and Lemma 
3.3(c) plays the leading role. First we systematize matters. 
DEFINITIOK. Suppose S E W; we say that S is weakly differentiable at 0 if for 
each m EP, D,(O,S) E 97. 
We define restrictions A, , fll, of A, , AI as follows: 
‘(A,) = {S E 9(Ar) 1 S, A,S E 9? and S is weakly differentiable at 0: : 
if S E 9(/l,,), we put As.5 = A,S. Similarly, define G@,J, A$. 
For iV E Zf or N = co, put YN = r)j+R.:N C#(/l;,jA,F). %‘I\, has a pre-Frechet 
topology defined by the norms 
here II h II& = [I (roi&“h [I:, . set JN(kin) = (fE cm(tdn) 1 if i, R f  Z+, j + k < ;V 
and DE A(Z, z), then D(l x IWf) ELM}. 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) Ifh E YN ,j, K E Zf, j + K < N, then 
(AoG!&“h) = (-M,)i(M$h. 
(b) @N c JN(H’$ 
(c) Y(hn) = VI as Frechet spaces. 
Proof. (a) follows from the definitions and Lemma 3.3(c). 
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For(b), sayf~ VJ.,; we want to provef E JN( E-In). For each j, K E Hf, j + K < N, 
we have by (a) ((A!Z,Jj(iV,)kf)A E %?; so (1 x I”+““)^ E %?; so by Lemma 2.1(d), 
f  is smooth and (D(l z 12itkf))^ E 9 if D E A(Z, Z); and thus D(l z 12Vf) E 
Lm(W”), proving (b). 
For (c), note that we have Y(h”) C 9’; by Lemma 3.3(d). To show VW C 
Y(h”), it suffices to show that Jm(Wn) = 9’(W”). SupposefEJ,Q-P); it suffices 
to prove: if p(z, Z, t) is a polynomial in z, Z, t and k E Z+, then pDf EL~( Wn) for 
each D E A,(Z, Z). W e p rove this by induction on k. Say it is known for k < K. 
It suffices to prove that M, N EH+, D E A,+,(Z, Z), then 1 z lzM 1 t INDfe 
L”(W). If  D E A,+,(Z, z), we may write D( I z Iz”tNf) = 1 x lzMtNDf+ C:,pjDif 
where J E i2+, thep, are polynomials in z, Z, t and the Dj E A,(& 2). I f  we use the 
definition of Jm and the induction hypothesis, we are done. The equality of 
Y(h”) and Va as Frechet spaces follows from the proof. 
(c) is still not, by itself, as useful characterization of 9’(h”). But at this stage 
we are at least able to write down explicitly certain simple subspaces of 9$; the 
functions in these spaces will thus satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 3.4(a). 
These spaces will be our error classes when we derive our asymptotic charac- 
terization in the next section. We will conclude this section by defining these 
spaces and by examining the relations of the various spaces we now have. 
For 1M E Z+, we define the error class 8, = (h E 97 ] for each m, h, = O,h is 
CM as a function of X E R*; and for each k, 1 < 2k < M, there exists u(~~) E %YM-2k 
with Ornz+) = (@/A”) h,). Note that if h E 8, as above, then h is CM as a 
function of X E lR* and if 1 < 2k < M, (d”/dh”)h = C (d’“/dhk) h, . I f  1 < 2k < 
M, K, NE Z+, h E 8, , we set /j h ]I:&,, = lj(d”/dh”)h &? to obtain a Frechet 
space structure on b, . We consider the space d, to be a relatively simple space 
of functions. 
LEMMA~.~. (a) SayKEZ+.IfhEVK,l,(k<nandh”=hWI,,W&, 
hWk+orWk+h, thenhE%‘K.IfhE&K, thenh”E&,andifK> 1,M-1hE8K--l. 
(b) If  h E 9T1 , then h is weakly da.etentiable at 0. 
(c) If  K > 2, A,, , L’&: &K -+ &K-s continuous@. 
(d) gK C 9’&,21 (continuous inclusion) 
(e) M’Y(h”) C 6’K and MK: Y(hn) -+ 6K is continuous. 
Proof. (a) Note that Oh: 5BA + 9(W,,) since for fixed 01, A, I(,??, ,6hE,)l < 
C(j fl - CY. 1 + I)-M < C(l/3 1 + l)-M for each ME Bf. Now say O,h = h, , 
Omh”=~m.If~==hWk+,h>O,M,N~Z+,then 
il,(k 2a I X I, w)I = IGh I h I)‘/” h,-ek(h 2(a - ek> I h I, ~11 
< II h llzN I h IK(2% I h lY”(l m - ek I + I)?2 I h I v,--,,)-~ 
(zero if fzlc = 0) 
< c 11 h lizN 1 t+ jK(zak / x i>““(l m j + 1)-“(2 j h / %)-N. 
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If (2or, ~ h /)l~@ > 1, then (2a, 1 h j)lj2 < 2v, , h [. Together with similar com- 
putations when h < 0, or h” = hWI, , Wkh, or W;: h, this proves L E %‘K . I f  now 
hc&K,h”=hW,-, 1 <2J<K,then 
(for certain constants co,?; here u = sgn A). 
Since ((dJ--jldAJ-j)h) W;- E %‘K--2(1-j) , kj((d”- j/dFj)h) Wk:- E’??~-~~+, C %,+,) ~ 
h E cK; similarly if h = hW, , W,.h, or Wk+h. That M-lh E 8,. r is even easier. 
(b) Set h,,, = O,,,lz, GA,,, 2 (s,,,(h)). Then if :\;EZT, X 0, 
li[S,,,(h) -- S,,, (-A)] EA I :‘. i, S,,(X) I& I! + 1; S,,,( --A) & ..i,l !, 
6 C ~ h / [(2 A : VJi)-” j (2 X / V, -m) -‘I 
(zero if 01 - 731 $(Z-+)“) 
” c : x I (2 ; h j vu)- v, 
so h is weakly differentiable at 0. 
(c) Suppose h E &, , O,h = h,; we show Ah, Ah E 6,_-, . This is imme- 
diate from (2.6), (a), and the fact that (d/d/\): gK + 6,-a . By (b) and the 
inclusion &k- C %?i , h E 9(/l,,); similarly h E 9(& and we have (c). The con- 
tinuity follows from the proof. 
(d) Since 6aJ_.r C &a, (continuous inclusion), we may assume K =: 2J. 
I f  J = 0, Q,, = YJ = %. If J > 1, G”,, C “y; by (c) and induction; continuit! 
follows from the proof. 
(e) We use induction on K. Clearly Y(h”) C 59 = 8” . So suppose we 
know ML.Y(h”) C 8, for R < K. Say that h E Y(h”), O,h =: h,,; it suffices to 
show that there exists u E &I(-1 with 0,~ = d(MK+lh,,!)/dA. Since (K + 1) Mxh E 
it suffices to show that there exists v  E 8X--1 with 0,~ == M”+lhk . But by 
f$;,‘h’ zz &, - ‘M-4 where there exists s E Y(h”) with O,,,s = s, . B! 
the indcction hypothesis, G; C MAh, E & K , M”s E gK, so in fact there exists 
z1 E 8X with O,,v = MK+rh& . So MK+lF(h”) C gX.,.r; the continuity follows from 
the proof. 
So we have now met functions h which are weakly differentiable at zero and 
have Ah E %;, but for trivial reasons. To obtain a real understanding of these 
conditions, we introduce contraction, and matters crystallize at last. 
4. CONTRACTION AND ASYMPTOTICS 
In this and the next sections we obtain our desired characterization of Y(P) 
by introducing the process of group contraction. We study f(A) as h + 0 and 
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discover the Euclidean FT on 0 as a limit of the FT on Wn. (Group contractior 
was first studied by Inonu and Wigner in [8], mainly in connection with the 
rotation and Lorentz groups. In our case, the FT and the dilation structun 
considerably clarify the theory.) 
Precisely, we define 1,: L1( MU) + D(V) by 
We define 9’: La(@) + L2(Cn) by 
FF(l) = j exp(--z .I + Z. iJF(z) dc 
C* 
the relation to the usual FT 9 is that p/F(c) = 9?&‘(-2ZJ. We write 5 E C” as 
(I 5 12, co); here 1 5 I2 = (I !,‘, I2 ,..., 1 5, 12), Sk = 1 & / eieb, w = (eiel ,..., ee*). We 
recall that if ~ELO(W”), 
Now 
m = jHS exp(iht - x . WA + Z * WA+)f(t, z) dV. 
.MW,,(2ol I h I, w) = (2 I h 1 (01~ + c(A)))“” ePieE, 
&!W,+,(~CY. 1 h I, w) = (2 I h I (ale + <(-A)))“” eiek 
(here e(h) = $(l + sgn A)), while 
So we are now not too surprised at the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose f EU( Wn) h as a norm-convergent Fourier series 
(norm = L1 norm). For each compact K C @“, E > 0, there exists 6 > 0, NE (Z+)” 
suchthatif5EK,a:>N,IhI<S,/201jXI-l1l2)<s,thenIf(h,2~IhI,w)- 
=w4f)(l 5 12, w)I -=c E- 
Remark. In the statement of the theorem (and the lemma which follows) 
we may delete the requirement that I h [ < S. For if. 6 > 0 one may choose 
N’ E (Z+)” and 6’ > 0 such that if 5 E K, 01 > N’, 12or ) h 1 - I 5 1” 1 < S’, then 
IXI<S. 
Essentially the result says that if 01--t 00, X -+ 0 in such a way that 201 I X [ + 
I &’ 12, thenf(k 2~ I X I, w> -+ r&f XI 5 I’, ~1. 
To prove this result, we first examine yet a third way of looking at j. This 
time, for fixed y  E (b+)n, we identify &?A with L+2(uY,A), identifying Eor,h with 
El,h . Through this identification, each S E O(&$) is identified with an operator 
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~$5’ on L_a(a,,,); if S has matrix (S,,), then La;vS(Ez,J :-. Ca &E& . We find 
that .,&‘S’(~CU I h j, w) --L &S(E,“,,). We shall abuse notation and drop Yti whenever 
the sense is clear. We next prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Say 1 E Z”, z E 63. For each compact KC @I’, E > 0, there e.vi.v 
-\T E (Z-)‘I, 6 >, 0 such that if 5 E K, a > IL-, 0 c. X -:I 6, 3d -- 1 &‘ I2 --: 6, tlm 
i [&(cxp 2. W,,+) Ez+l,A](~) - (exp 5 . 5) epiz’d -; E; hence, also, for some 
B E (W ‘)“, ‘[&(exp z lVA+-) Ez+l,n](~)I < eB’lzl. 
Pronf. For h > 0, we compute 
here 
There exists B = (B, ,..., B,) E (Rf)” such that if 5 E K, 0 C. h -< 1, / 2ah - 
)~~2~<l,then2(cz+Z)h<B2(whereB2=(B12,...,B,2)),sothat~c(ol,m,X)/<B”‘. 
Thus the series in (*) is termwise dominated by the series xOg,n (l/m!) B” 1 z 1”’ 
= eB’lzl. Given E’ > 0 and ME (Z+)” there exist NE (Z+)“, 6 ;> 0 such 
that if < E R, a: > N, 0 < X < 6, 1 2ah - 1 4 1” / < S, 0 C< m -< M, then 
1 C(U, m, A) - I 5 1’” [ < E’; so the lemma follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose first f  has support in the compact set K, and 
FS type m. Say h > 0. Then 
= eim.d 
s 
e”(it-‘z’2)(J$(exp(-~ * WA’)) Ezdrn,, ,4(exp(Z . WA’)) E,“,,) f  (t, z) dLv 
W” 
by the Weyl relations.(The inner product is taken respect to normalized Lebesgue 
measure on (Sl)“.) 
Now 
r(Lf)(l 5 12, w) = e*m** J
cn 
[JlsI,., exp(--z * 1 5 I e-is + 2. I 5 I @) e-im.8 do] 
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By the lemma, for each compact K C @Q, E’ > 0 we may select NE (Z+)n and 
6 > 0 such that if 5 E K, o! > N, 0 < h < 6, 1 ~CXA - 15 I2 1 < 6, (t, z) E K, , 
and W’ = (PI,..., eie*) E (Sl)m, then 
j[-a&(exp --Z * IV,‘) E&J(w’) - exp(-% . ] 5 ] ei6) eim” 1 < E’, 
I[&(exp Z . ZV,‘) EtJw’) - exp(% . ] 5 I e’“)j < E’, 
, eA(it-lzl*) - 11 <El; 
so the theorem follows for f  if X > 0. 
For ;\ < 0 replace f  by g where g(t, a) = f(-t, -5) and note 9’(Icg) = 
~‘(-cf>, ,&t 2a I h I, m> ==P(--h, 2L-t I h I> w). 
To deal with the general case, let Ml(W”) = {u EL~(IIP) j u has a norm 
convergent FS), and for u E &P(EP), set II u llM1 = C j 0,~ Ill . The functions 
u E Ml@“) with finite FS and compact support are 11 IjM1-dense in &P(W”), and 
the theorem holds with such v  in place off. Further, if u, eL1(Wn) has FS type 
m I f&&t 2a I h I, w)I = II WJL,A II < II urn III; so ifu E Ml, II 24 llLmhn) < II 24 IIw . 
Further II ~‘(~c~)Il~m(~n) < II u /I,w . These observations suffice to prove Theorem 
4.1. 
We possess an interpretation of Theorem 4.1 which makes it seem more natural, 
but we delay giving it until to the end of this paper for two reasons. First, it 
presently has no theoretical importance. Second, we do not wish to be distracted 
from our true goal, the characterization of Y(hn). 
We define b: d(h”) -+L”(Cn) by Izb(l 5 12, W) = lim h(h, 20r 1 X I, w), the 
limit being taken as X --f 0, a --f co, 2orh --f 1 5 1”. (The musical notation reflects 
the idea of construction as a flattening out process.) Clearly 9’(hn) C B(b), 
b: Y(hn) + Y(P) and if h E Y(h”), hb = P’(l,lf). 
A simple observation now has far-reaching consequences. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (a) The sequence 
0 - LqtP) -L 5q-P) L Lqc~) - 0 
is exact. 
(b) The sequence 
0 - Y(h”) -iM 9(h”) b, Y”(P) - 0 (4.1) 
is therefore exact. Let # be a splitting mapfor this sequence, i.e., #: Y(P) + Y(h”), 
# is linear, and b# = id. If h E Y(h”), NE P, there exist uniquefunctions RON,..., 
RNN E Y(P) and hN E P(hn) with h = ~~=, M”Rf* + MN+lhN. Further, 
if j < N and j ,( M zce have RjN = RjM; set Rj = RjN. If  # preserves FS type 
(that is, if R has FS type m implies R# has FS type m) and if h has FS type m, then 
the functions R, , hN have FS type m. 
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Proof. (a) T is injective: since f(t, x) =- -ST Tf(7, z) dT. ker1, = Im T: 
Clearly I,:T = 0. If  f~ Y(W) and 1,f = 0, set g(t, Z) -= -jff(~, Z) dT ~~- 
st,j’(~, X) d7. Certainly Tg = f. The first representation of g shows that g and 
its derivatives decrease rapidly as t --t co; the second representation shows the 
same as t --) -a; and either shows rapid decrease as z --, xm; so g E .40(W). 
I,, is onto: If  gE Y(@n), set f(t, a) =-= e ““zg(z). Then f~ .‘P(W) and 
I,,f = 40. 
For (b), observe that the case N = 0 follows from the definition of # and the 
exactness, and the general case follows inductively from the case .V = 0. The 
statement about FS type follows from the construction of (a). 
This suggests that we can characterize .Y(h”) by “asymptotic series.” 
THEORE~T 4.4. Let #: .9’(C) --+ Y(hn) b e u continuous splittinCg map fiu 
(3.l).Let 
Y*(h?‘) == \h E Y(h”) 1 h = -f M”R k* f  
/i-II 
or some KE Z+, R,, ,..., EKE .Y(C”)(. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) h E .V(h”). 
(b) There exist functions R, , R, ,... E .V(Cn) and h, ( h1 ,... E .U(h”) such 
such that .for each N E L +-, 
/z = ‘f Mk”R,# + MN-%& we write h 
1~=0 i 
- j,, M”R,,‘). 
(c) For each N c ZT, h = vN + wN where ZJ,,,VE -Y*(h”), wN E GN+r . 
The uniqueness assertion of Proposition 4.3(b) enables us to define, for each 
.\ E z ~, a map nN: .Y’(h”) + Y(hn) X (XL_, ,y(@“)) by nNh = (hN, R,, ,..., 
RN). Also define n;: dNr, x (x;=, 
RN) xix, M"R,# + WN . 
y(@")) - %N+~I by lXv(w~ > 4, ,I..- 
Then nN and nk are continuous. 
Proof. (a) * (b) follows from Proposition 4.3(b). (b) * (c) follows from 
Lemma 3.5(e). For (c) => (a), note that by Lemma 3.5(d), h E t^TK for all K, 
hence h G VW = .Y(h”) by Lemma 3.4(c). The continuity of nN follows from 
the construction of Proposition 4.3(a). The continuity of I-& follows from 
Lemma 3.5(d), the continuity of #, and, the continuity of id: -Y’(h”) - $2 
5. A SPLITTING MAP 
As a result of the considerations of the last section, our efforts focus on one 
problem: to produce explicitly a continuous splitting map # which is readily 
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manipulated on the ha side. In this way we can reduce questions about Y(hn) to 
questions about Y(P), modulo terms which can be handled using the simple 
“error norms” (i.e., the 6,, norms). 
To produce such a map, we first set, for m E P, Pm(z) = 1 z IimVm+’ (here 
I m I = (I ml I,..., I m, I)); this is a monomial in z and z and as such we may also 
form P,(~/c?z). I f  a, b E Z, a < b, write (a, b) = (a + l)(a + 2) ... b. I f  a = b, 
set (a, 6) = 1, while if a > b, write (a, b) = (b, a). On h” we set 
< Olk , 01~ - (sgn A) m,)lj2(2 1 h I)[“1 einl’*. 
k=l 
This is a monomial in W, and WA+. For example, if n = 1, T~(Z’,) = (W,mF)m if 
m 3 0, W-” if m < 0. Note T~(PJ EL+2(h12). 
Set I ==(I ,..., I)E(E+)~. For a~@!+)~, mEP, AER*, I <k <n, set 
7jk(o1, m, A) = 2 j h I (ixk + $(I - (sgn A) mk)) and q(m, m, A) = (~~(a, m, A),..., 
rl&, 3 4). 
Our theorem is: 
THEOREM 5.1. Theye is a continuous splitting map # for (4.1) defked us 
follows : I f  
R E 9’(Cn), @,R(.z) = 64 z I”) f’mM (5.1) 
then (%P)(k 201 I X 1, w) = G&( 01, m, A>) 7,(PwL)(2a Ih I, ~1. (Here (I x I” = 
(I 3 12,..., / z, I”). Note that ~(ol, m, A) 3 / h I . 1 ifc~ - (sgn X)m E (Z+)“.) 
This is the heart of the matter. For example, when n = 1, 
and 
R(5) = 1 Gn(I 5 I”) ?m + 1 %(I 5 I”> 5” 
m<o TQO 
R# = 1 W+G,(A - mM) + 1 (IV+)m G,,(A - mM), 
m<o Vl>O 
where A = (A,), G,(A - mM) = (G,(An - mh)), and G,(A, - mA) Ea,A = 
%P, I A I - mh) Em,, .Thus, instead of lifting Gm(l 5 I”) 5” to (W+)m G,(A) = 
G,(A + 2mM)(W+)m or to G,(A)(W+)” = (W+)mG,(A - 2mM) one finds it 
necessary to compromise on (W+)“G,(A - mM) = G,(A + mM)(W+)“l, 
essentially doing G,(A) in the middle. 
To prove Theorem 5.1, we first group together a number of facts about the 
FS of functions in 9’(C), most of which are well known. Let {I] ll$‘c:“’ 1 NE Z+> 
denote a family of norms defining the usual topology on 9’(P). 
LEMMA 5.2. (a) Suppose that for each m E En, Rm(z) E Lo(F) has FS type m. 
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Then there exists R E Y(@) with O,R = R”’ (all m) if and only ;f  each R”‘(z) F. 
,“(6?) and 
R”(z)i:;(Cn) = O( / m 1~~) for each A-, K E Z-j- (5.2) 
(b) 1ff~ C=(@“),fhasFS typem,f(z) =g(( z 1”) Pm(z), theng E Cm((Wn)) 
(this means: all dekatizes exist in int(R+)7b and are continuous up to the boundary). 
(c) For each ME(Z)“, there exists a map L3,W: .‘f(c”) ---f -Y’(4Z?) dejked as 
follows. Suppose R E .Y(@“), O,,,R(x) == G,,!(( z 1”) P,,,(z). Then O,,Z,,,R(z) 
NW I z I”)“G,,,(l .z I”)1 P&9. 
(cl) Z,,, maps .V(@“) continuously to .‘Y(@‘l). 
ProoJ (a) The familiar proof is like that of Lemma 3.2(a). I f  R E -Y’(ctt), 
R”‘(x) scs+ R(zeis) e@>‘+ de; then if M E E”, P,,,(Zj&) R”‘(z) 
S,l,~(P,,,(~/aZ)R)(~e~~) epi(7’l+Jf).0 d0. So C,,! P,tf(8!2z) R”‘m “(2) is the FS of 
P.bf(8/&)R and each R’” E .Y’(P). Using this we see it is enough to show that for 
each JE(Z l-)‘1, SUP,~ I m IJ 11 RR”” I’= < cc. This follows fromwriting I m 1” I Rrz(z)~ 
! ffslp (LJR)(zeiS) e-im’8 d6’ 1 where L,< := (zi. i:‘?k,: - z,, ?/Z,J. If, conversely, 
(5.2) holds, we need only recall that -Y(P) IS complete to finish the proof. 
(b) It suffices to show the following: Suppose f( p, x) is smooth for 
(P, Z)E[w’ v  P and setfD(a) =: f(p, z); supposef, has FS type m for allp and 
write f,(a) := g( p, I z ]a) P,,(a). Then g( p, x) E Cm(Ri (R )“). We prove this 
by induction on n; the parameters p have been introduced to aid in the proof. 
When n mm: 0, there is nothing to prove. For ?z *I 0, assume the statement is true 
for all i, ~7, and f  when n is replaced by n - I. Write 3 (zi , z’), m =:= (m, ? m’); 
we may assume m, > 0. Apply Taylor’s theorem to the function U,,,(T) 
~,(Tz, , z’) (T E R) at 7 = 0. iYe find that for each .V E Z , 
.f&) = z 2 &y(Z’) - 1 E, L$pp), 
jll.iN , 2 L .A 
where the functionsf’,(z), F;,*(z) are smooth in ( p, z) and have FS type m’ in 2’. 
By forming $WfD(reisl, z’) e- lrB1 dOI for 2 E Z, Y E R ‘- and by letting Y + 0. ue 
determine that .fj,: = 0 unless j - k = llzi . Using the induction hypothesis, 
we mav write 
+C ZlklkP&‘) H;;(z, ) 1 z’ I’), 
I+k=N 
where /Zig is Cz in ( p, x) E &li x (W)+l and fI~(z, , X) is Cx in ( p, x1 , x) E 
(wi x @ :< (R+)n-r (to obtain the H’s we though of ,zr as a parameter). Sof,(z) =: 
P,,i(Z)[V,“(l 2 I”) + I’,“(( .a I”)] where va(.x) is smooth in ( p, x) E W x (iw’)” 
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and VpN(I z I”) = I z, IN--mlCi+k_N ei+-m)@lHF(I zi 1 eiel, 1 z’ 12) which must be 
a function of ( p, I a I”). Now (a/a 1 zr Iz)zV,N(lzi j2, x’) is smooth in (p, x’) E 0%” x 
([W+)+l for fixed x, E C (zero when y1 = 0) provided I < =$(N - m,). Since N 
is arbitrary, we have (b). 
(c) It suffices to prove this when M = e, , for then we can use induction. 
We may assume O,R = 0 if m, < 0, for then in the general case we can write 
R = R, f R- where R, = Cm,,+,, @,R, R- = Cm,n,CO O,R, note that RR, 
and R-E Y(C”) by (3.3) and deal with R, and R- separately. But then 
[(a/a I zi 1”) G,(I z I”)] P,(x) = (l/.zl)(~/Z1) O,R(x), so we are to show that 
H = (l/zl)(~/~%JR E Y(V). Write a = (ai, a’), B = (q: I xl j < l}. If 
g E Cm(B x C-l), 1, k E Zf, put gtt(z’) = (a/&,)~(a/8Qkg(z1 , a’), for (zi , a’) E 
B x C-l. Put SN = (g E Cm(B x C-l) 1 {dt I a, E B} is a bounded subset of 
9’(C+r) if J + k < N.} Put S = nN SN . It will suffice to show that HE S. 
Using Taylor’s theorem on uz(~) = R(rzl , z’) (T E [w), we find that for each 
NE Zf, R(z) = CiflccN ~~j~~~fj~(z’) + Cj+k=N ~~j.%~‘“Fi~(z), wherefj” E 9’(@*-l) 
Fik E S. Fourier series arguments show that fjk = 0 unless j > k. So H(a) = 
Do + VN(z) where ZONE S and V,(x) = (l/~l)(a/azl)[~l,‘Fo”(z)l. Now L’N~ 
S,.,+; since N is arbitrary, HE S. 
(d) follows from the proofs of (a) and (c). 
One more notational convention: if m E Zn, we write m+ = (I m I + m)/2, 
m-=(~m~-m)/2.If~=~1,weputm~=m+if~=1,m-if~=-l. 
With these preliminaries, we can now give the 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose R is as in (5.1). Set 
u,#, ZLY j h 1, CO) = G,(T(cG m, 4) 74PmW I h I) ~1. (5.3) 
We first show that 
(i) There exists S E 97 with 0,s = u, . If we use the inequality (X - k) 
(X + k) < x2 (x, k E [w), we find that 
\(a, b)l < (a + ; + l)‘“-“‘, 
from which 
Suppose 01 - (sgn A)m E (Z+)n. Set 
(5.5) 
~(a, m, A) = 1 ~(01, m, A)( = 2 I X I (va - v), 
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where I = C mR . Using Lemma 5.2(a), we find that for each K’, NE Z+, there 
exists C,*, N with 
~(a, m, A)” 1 u,(h, 2011 h I, w)/ <C,,,,(lm j + l)-K’ (zero if 01 - (sgn /\)m E (Z+)“J. 
Now V, <(I m / + 1) + va - (sgnh)Z/2. Also, if r,y~R, x )- I, ~1 ., i, wt’ 
have .X L- y < 3xy; so 
v, < 3(1 m I + 
(sgn h)l I 1) (% - -y-L (5.6! 
from which 
2 1 X 1 va d 3(/ m I + 1) ~(a, m, X). (5.6’) 
So for each K, N E Zf, (2 1 h ! vJN j u,(h, 2a 1 A 1, w)i < Ck,,( I m + I)-“; so 
we have (i). 
Next we prove, with # as in the statement of the theorem, that 
(ii) If R E 9’(@“), (R#)b = R. For this, suppose R is as in (5.1) and u, as 
in (5.3). Clearly u,,b = O,R. Since R E %?, C u, converges absolutely, uniforml! 
on h”, hence (ii) follows. 
Now we set 
c4P,(h”) = I/z Ed’(h”) I h = $ MkR,# for some K E Z-, R,, ,..., RKs .V(F)( 
/ k=O 
and 
9!!(hn) = {h E A’(h”) 1 for each NE E+, h = ON f WN where rN E Ys(hn), 
WyE c7)N,*i. 
(Once we have proven the theorem, we shall know Y(h”) = Y*(hn).) ClearI\ 
977(h”), Y*(h”) C %?. We shall show: 
(iii) If h E Y+.(h”), then h is weakly differentiable at zero; and then 
(iv) (1, , II”,: 9*(hn) -+ Y*(h”). 
From (iv) we shall have that 9,(hn) C Va = Y(h”) (by Lemma 3.4(c)) and 
thus have proven that #: 9’(P) --f Y(h”); the continuity of # will follow from 
the proof. 
For (iii), note that if h E P*(h”), then h = R# + h,, where R E 9(Cn), 
h, E $Y1 . By Lemma 3.5(b), h, is weakly differentiable at zero, so it suffices to deal 
with R#. Say O,R# = u,; set (S,(X)) = Ou, . Then S,(X) - S,+(--X) = 0; 
so clearly R# is weakly differentiable at zero; this proves (iii). 
To prove (iv), we need only prove 
(v) if R E Y(P), then AoR+, (rOR# E 9Qh”). 
sW36/2-7 
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(iv) will then follow from the relation A,(MkRk#) = kM’“-lR,# + 
M’CflaR,# and from Lemma 3.5(c). 
We shall prove (v) by a series of reductions. First we compute A$#, /r,R# 
using Taylor’s theorem. Suppose R, u, G are as in (5.1) and (5.3). We consider 
G, to be a function of x E ( R+)n, and write ajGn2(x) = aG,(x)/& (1 < j < n). 
If 01 - m*@u E (Z+)n, we write G,,(X) = G,(~(ol, m, A)); if 01 - mamA $ (Z+)n, 
define G,,(A) arbitrarily. By Taylor’s theorem, for each N E Zf, if E = & 1, then 
G m,rr+s& - %+x(4 = y (2 ’ ;?!I ‘I” ajkGm(q(~, m, 4) 
k=l 
+ (M: l)! h:‘%t 201 I A I), 
where 
(5.7) 
h:‘~(h, 2011 h I) = (26 1 h I)“‘” L1 (1 - ~)~+i $‘f2Gm(~(a, m, A) + 2ye I h I q) dy 
provided 01 - m 8~ and (Y. + eei - masM E (Z+)“. We set 
W3,,,0) = & (Gn,,+,,,(4 - G&h-, Gn,~+~en(4 - Gn.a(Y) 
and 
(VG),,&) = (W(T(~, m, W.., %G(rl(~, m, 4). 
Now fix 01, m, and A, set u = sgn A, and assume 01- am E (Z+)“. Observe 
(* denotes dot product). Using (2.6), one computes that 
(Note that if oij + 0 - mjo = - 1 for some j, then 0 = --I, and CX$ = m,-. In 
this case 1 + 1 rlj 1 + A-$(ol, m, A) = 0 so that the arbitrarily defined terms in 
(5.9) cancel out.) 
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From (5.7)-(5.9): 
where 
c&4 2ff I x I) = ( 2, h , E l+ ’ m ’ + & 11(% n7,4) . l&(X, 2a 1 X i). 
(If c+ -j- CJ - mjD = -1, then &,(A, 201 j h I) may be defined arbitrarily; we set 
itequaltozero.)Forl <k<N+l>l <j<n,set 
Ri- 7c - Eke@) E y(a=%) by Lemma 5.2(c), 
l&j = I(1 + 1 mj I) O,Rkj E Y(C) by Lemma 5.2(a), 
m 
Then 
N-l 
Au&, 20.1 A 1, w) = 0, 1 (-1)” M”R;+,, + f (-1)” M”I?;+,, 
k=O 7c=o 
Thus, for (v), it suffices to show that 
(vi) there exists VeN E 6N with O,VCN = v,“,Q-(~,). We shall in fact 
prove that 
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(vii) if 1 < j < n, then there exists HiN E gN+s with 
OmHiN = h:;r(P,,J. 
(vi) then follows by Lemma 3.5(a) and the following further elementary observa- 
tions. Suppose HE d’N+2 . If p(x) is any polynomial in x E R”, & p(m) O,H E 
8 N+2 * Also, if R(h, 2~4 1 h /, w) = 2013 1 h 1 H(h, 2011 h 1, w), then A E bN+s; this 
follows from Lemma 3.5(a) and the relation OR(h) = OH(h) WinWL (X > 0) 
and OR(h) = OH(h) WAWjh (h < 0). 
For (vii), we set, for A, B E Zf, C E (Z+)n: 
= (2~ 1 h I)” ([ (1 - y)N+1yBi3C~~+2Gm(~(~, m, A) + 2ye 1 X 1 ej) dy) 
x 7APrnP I x I, fJJ) (zero if Ej - ??Zj” + E < 0). 
ThenifA > 1, 
$ R::(A, B, c, A, 2011 x I) 
= 2EU (A + y) &%(A - 1, B, c, h, 2c4 1 x I) 
+ 2~~hzz(A, B + 1, C + ej 9 XT 2011 X 1). (5.10) 
We shall prove that 
(viii) for each C E (B+)n, there exists HiNc E %f with 
O,H$-(X, 201 1 X I) 
= o1 1 &,N+“G,(q( 
f 01, m, A) + 2Yr I h I +>I dY 7dpm)(2~ I if I, w) 
(zero if N$ - mjU + E < 0). 
If (viii) is known, then surely for each A, B E: B+, C E (Z+)“, there exists 
HiNABC(h, 201 I h I) E @‘A with 
O,HzNABC(X, 2a 1 X I) = li::(A, B, C, X, 2ci I h I). 
By (3.11), induction on A, and elementary considerations, it follows that 
HjNAec E 8” . In the case (A, B, C) = (IV + 2,0,0), this is (vii). So we need 
oiy prove (viii). 
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For (viii) we fix C and set z‘,, = Z3~2G,,; by Lemma 5.2(c), (?,,,(I z IZ)PtN(z) 
BVl(I?) where i? E 9’(P). So for each K, NE Z+, there exists C’,,, with / z :zh 
1 z II”” ) e,Jl z I”)1 < C,,$ m j + I)-K. We shall show the following variant 
of (5.5): 
(ix) if aj - ?/z,” - 1 ___ 0, then 
Assume (ix) for now. Then surely, if a, - mjO ~- E :- 0,O c .V ._ 1, then 
T,,(P,,,)(~:x ~ A 1, w). .< 3(] mj j + I) I~(01, m, A) + 2w h e, Ilnrl~r. (5.11) 
Using (5.1 I), we prove (viii) as follows. Suppose ‘xi -- ~2,” E _. 0; abbreviate 
g(y) -= ~(a, m, A) + 2y 1 X ~ ei Say K, A- E Z’ ; then 
proving (viii). 
Here we noted g( y)l = 2 ; h / (v# - a212 - q) (where 1 1 q) and used 
l’<X 5; 3(i m -1 I)(v~ - 42 -- q) as in the proof of (5.6). Note that ,&) 
! h 1 1 if oi, - mj” + E > 0, 01, (Y - mu E (Z4~)OL. 
For (ix) it suffices to show that for each 01 E Z- , 1~ F Z with x - mu 12 I, wt. 
have 
We may assume (T = -1 (changing m to -m if necessary). Il:e note, using (5.4): 
I f  772 2 0, 
(n, fi $ m)> ::= ___ a+m(ol- 1, 
a 
or+m- I\ I: (1 I-?fi)(a--- -T-i 
i 
n1 
If m c: 0, 
(note 31 7= 0). 
since 
With (ix) proven, we at last have shown that #: MY’ 4 .v(hn). 
580/36!2-8 
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The continuity of # follows from the proof. Specifically, one shows the 
following statement inductively, using the proof we have given: Suppose 
j, k, N EZ+; then there exists M EZ+ and continuous maps AikN: Y”(cn) - 
Y(0) (0 < i < M) and BjkN: Y(C”) --+ gN such that 
/&l,k(R#) = f M@;*“(R)]” + BjkN(R) 
i=O 
for each R E Y(@“). In particularly, if Cj”: Y(cfi) + %? is defined by CY(R) = 
AoiAokR# then C’. jk is continuous; by Lemma 3.4(c), this shows that # is con- 
tinuous. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
One or two mysterious concepts have entered the discussion; we shall say 
what we can about these at the end of the paper. Right now, we wish to defend 
our assertion that Theorem 4.4, with the definition of # given in Theorem 5. I, 
is a useful result. 
6. THE DIVISION PROBLEM 
Most of the useful consequences of the classical fact that 
[9yPy = Y(W) (6.1) 
lie in the further ramifications of the subject, such as the theory of distributions; 
and our characterization of Y(h”) indeed p roves useful in that theory for W”. 
One consequence of (6.1), h owever, is an assertion about the structure of sP(iwn) 
itself, which we shall call the “division problem”; this assertion has proven 
important in the development of real-variable methods in HP theory on [w” [2]. 
We shall now solve the division problem on W”; in another paper [5], we shall 
show how to use this result to develop real-variable methods in HP theory on W” 
and thereby demonstrate that PV distributions map H1(W”) to H1(Wn). 
To state the problem, we let (11 /lM: M EZ+} denote an increasing family of 
of norms giving the standard topology on 9(Wn) (that is, lifll, < /ifilb iffe 9, 
a < 6). We say that ~JJ EU(W~) (or R ELM or h E Af(h”)) is polyradiul if it 
has FS type 0. 
Suppose then that f, g E Y(E+) and Jf dV = 1. In general, one cannot find 
a g’ E Y with g = f c g’. However, we can prove the following result: 
THEOREM 6.1 (Division Problem). Suppose f~ 9’(W”), f is polyradiul, and 
Jf dV = 1. Then there exist maps Jj: 9’(W) -+ 9’(W) ( j E Z+) with the 
following properties: 
(i) Ifg E y(W, g = C %tf * Jjg (th e series converging absolutely). 
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(ii) If a, k E Z+ , then there exists b E II+, C,,,; E KY, such that for each 
g f WW”), I/ Jx IL < C,,, II g ilb 2?‘. 
(The division problem for Y”(W) h as a similar statement, where f, g E .u/(Rrz); 
but on EP, f may be general, while here we require f to be polyradial.) 
The proof depends on two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.2 (Inversion Lemma). Suppose f E =Y(W’l), f  is polyradial, anti 
SfdV I. Then there exists u E Y( W”), u polyradial, and E --, 0 such that 
.fG4(X, 2n 1 h 1, w) = 1 if 2 / X 1 I’,, 5:: c. (6.2) 
LEMMA 6.3 (Cutting-up Lemma). Suppose 6 > 0 and yj E -‘i”(U?) (j E Z ) 
fzas the following properties: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Each 9j is radial (i.e., ~~(1 z 12, w) = ,oj(l z ‘) for some pj G c’“(R -~)). 
0 * ‘- cpj 3; 1. 
cp,,(I ,” 12, w) >= 0 if 1 u1 12 > 2s. 
Zf k I> 0, ~~(1 x 12, W) = 0 ;f 1 z 12 5-1 2j-16 OT / I /” : 2jtYL 
clp; = 1. 
For each a E Z+, there exists 1 E Z+ and C,, E W-1 such that I! cpi / (I < C,,2”. 
Then there exist maps Kj: .V(Wn) + .y?(H”) (j E Z ‘) suc?~ that (f g E Y(Hn), 
If  a, 12 E Z+, then there exists b G I?+, C’& E W, suck that, for each j f  Z’ , , f  E .‘r(w”), 
It is well known that partitions of unity {pi,) satisfying (l)-(6) do exist. For 
example, select # E C”(W) with 0 < 4 < 1, Z/J(X) =m= I if 0 s< .X <: 6, Jo ;= 0 
if x 3 26. Then we may choose our (~~1 as follows: ~(~(1 z I’, U) L-= $(I z 12); if 
j > I, (i:,(l .z la, w) = #(2-j 1 z 1”) - zj~(2~+r) j z i”) = ‘~~(2.” i)P,z). Properties 
(l)-(5) are easy. For (6) we check that each I P~,,(?j&z, Pi%) ‘p, < C,,2-1”’ j,z 
for some C,,, > 0 From this and (4), (6) follows at once 
(There are analogous inversion and cutting-up lemmas for .‘Y’( KY); the proofs 
are trivial in this case, and they can be used to solve the division problem for 
.V(W). This is all implicit in [2, p. 1851). 
Assuming the lemmas for the moment, we have the 
Proqf of Theorem 6.1. Select E, u as in Lemma 3.7, set S mu c,!4 and define the 
K, as in Lemma 6.3. For g E Y’(Wn), set J3g = D-,U >- Ii,:. For (ii), note that 
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for each a E Z+, there exists C, E IWf, E E Z+ with 11 D,+u Ila ,< C,2zi. (ii) follows 
from this, (6.4), and the fact that convolution is continuous from 9’(Wn) x 
c!7pl~‘) to qw). 
For (i), it suffices to show that D-J* Jig = &g. Set ‘u =f c u; then 
D,-J *Jig = D,-jv * K,g. Set h = (D,-ju * K,g)*; we need only show that 
O,,h = S,KTg for each j, m. But 
here p = 2-j& LT = sgn A. Now li)(p, 2(ah am) I p I, W) = 1 if 2 j h 1 v~+,~ < 
2je. SO it suffices to demonstrate that @,,(Kjg)(X, 20r I X 1, CO) = 0 if 2 / /\ ~~~~~~ >
2j~. But from property (3) of the q3 and (6.3), we know that @,(eg)(A, 201 / h I, 
w) = 0 if 1 ~(cL, m, A)/ > 2j-‘lS = 2j-L, so it suffices to show that j q(~, m, X)1 3 
+(2 / h 1 v~+&. But this is immediate from the fact that 
So we need prove only Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. It will be useful to observe that if R, SE 9’(C) are 
polyradial, then (RS)# = R#S#. 
Set h = j determine R, E 9’(P), h, E Y(h”) such that for each ATE Z+, 
h = Czz”=, MkR,X + Mn+lhN. By Proposition 4.3(b), the R, , h, are polyradial. 
Now Jib = R, Since Jcn I, f dV = I, there exists E,, > 0 such that R,(x) f  0 
if 1 z I2 < Ed . Select ~1 < q, and choose # E Cm(K7) polyradial such that I/J(Z) = 1 
if / z j2 < Ed, #(z) = 0 if / z I2 > cD. Set A,(z) = #(z)/RO(z); then A, E Y(P) 
and A,R,(z) = 1 if I x I2 < q _ Set Sk = A,R,, Hk = A,,%, (Iz E Hi-), and 
H = A,#h; then H = x.,“==, M”S,# + M”+lH, for each N. It suffices to deter- 
mine E > 0, u1 E Y(W”), u1 polyradial with ti,H(h, ICY / h I) = 1 if 2 1 X / v, < E; 
for then we may set & = Zi,A,#. 
Now Hb = S, and S,, = 1 if 1 z I2 < Q . By Theorem 4.1 (and the remark 
following that theorem) we may therefore select NE (Z+)” such that if 01 > N, 
I 2a I h I I < 9 3 then I H(X, 20r I A I)/ 3 0. Now for each fixed LY. E (E+)“, 
lim,,, A,#(/\, 201 / X I) = lim,,, h(h, 201 1 h I) = 1 (since S f dV = 1); hence 
lim,,, H(h, 201 j A I) = 1. As a result we may select Q > 0 with c2 < <I such that 
2 ( X ( V, < Q implies j H(h, 20( I X I)[ > 8. Select E < c2 and choose qGI E Cm(P) 
polyradial such that &(.z) = 1 if 1 z I2 < E, z&(z) = 0 if 1 x 12 > Ed . We define 
r E &(h”) by 
if 2 I X 1 va: < c2 
otherwise. 
It suffices to show Y E Y(h”); for then we may set a, = r. 
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Since I $Ly, 0, A)1 = 2 1 X j V, , S,‘(X, 2a j h 1) := I if 2 h 11, C. Ed Since 
f f  _ so* .I MH, , for each NE Z+- we may use the identit!- 
(] - $1 _ 1 I .y + ... / .y.Y - .$.!U(l _ ,v) 1 
to find 
where zN E ,c/‘#(ha), SUE Y(h”). Now MNllsN E; B,,, , so by criterion (c) of 
Theorem 4.4, we see that it suffices to show that M” ~lc,bl+HOH -I E ~5’~~~ , 1 
Set G .-= &“H,, . Write L) == d/A For each 12 EL-, n”#l”(A, 2n i h ) 
DL$,(~(a, 0, A)) == 0 if 2 / h / v, 3 l a; so for each h E Z- , IYG(h, 2.x X ‘) 0 if 
2 X I’.. t2 Now if 0 s’ 2k < A7 1~ I, 
I~‘~(M”“GH-l) := cc(i,j, 1, p, q) M”L1 i(IYG)(D’lH) ... (II’i,H) K”. 
where the sum is taken over all i, j, p, q E Z and 1 E (Z ‘)I’ and the c(i, j, 1, p, q) 
are constants which are zero if i + j - I 1 ! 2 k, or if q ,p k (proof: induction 
on k). I f  j E Z , then j H 1 > $ whenever ZYG 0; so it s&ices to show that 
if 0 2k <. .V i-- 1, i + j i- I 1 j s: k, then 
Setting0 7:-2/z+ I -i-2(j-1 1 1’) ) 0, u-e must prove that 
Ma(M2’&)(M%@‘H) . . (M”‘i@,‘lf) E % 
Since (polyradial functions in U} is evidently an algebra, it suffices to prove that 
if A E .Y(h”), j E 771, then M”jDjB E 5%. However, if j . b E Z , MbD,fl 
xi=,, c(i) Di(Mbmjiifi) for certain constants c(i) (proof: induction on j). Setting 
h = 2j. we may use Lemma 3.5(e) to complete the proof. 
Proof oj Lemma 6.3. The map n[,,, ( see Theorem 4.4) permits us to define 
continuous maps fN: Y(Wn) -+ tiNrl and B,: .Y’(h”) + T/(cCT1) (it L ) with 
nNh =-= (tNh, B,h ,..., BNh) for each iV. Let {I~ ,$‘c”) ~ (2 EZ j denote an increas- 
ing family of norms topologizing ,Y(C’l). Define maps =I,: -‘p(Cn) + .‘f(C”) 
( j E Z-) by zil,(R) .= v.,R if R E .Y(CT1). We shall prove: 
(I) I f  a, kEZ’, there exists b E Z , CC:,, E R’ such that for each j E Z , 
R E .V(C”). 
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Let {II IIF 1 a E Z+} denote an increasing family of norms topologizing gN+r . 
We shall further prove: 
(II) For N, j E Zf, there exist maps Inrj: I,,, ---f gN+r such that if 
vcEiv+1, 
If  k, a E Zf, there exists b E Zf, Cz, E Rf such that for each j E Zf, v  E 6,+, , 
Once we know (I) and (II) the proof is concluded as follows. Supposeg E 9(lHP); 
for each j, NE Zf, set hjN = CE, Mi(AjBj i)# + IN1tNi. Then for each N, 
So by criterion (c) of Theorem 4.4, Kjg E Y(HP) and eg = nk(INjfNg, 
A,B, j,..., AjBNj) for each N. Set J = [(N + 1)/2], and let I[ live be any one of 
the norms defining the topology of VJ . By (6.5), (6.6), and the continuity of tN, 
the Bi and nb, there exists b E Z+, C;l; such that for each j E Z+, g E 9’(W”), 
\j Kjg I1v~ < CL; I/g IIb 2-l;j. By Lemma 3.4(c), we obtain (6.4). To see that 
g = Cj”=, Kjg, observe first that (6.4) implies that Cj”=, Kjg converges in .Y@P), 
so CT=, KTg converges in Y(h”), hence in %7; so it suffices to show that 6 = 
J!?:j”=, (K,g)^ or that O,g = 0, x:,“=, (K,g)^ pointwise. Now for each 01, A, 
x7=, Kyg(h, 201 I h I, w) converges uniformly for w E (S1)n (in fact, j KTg(h, 201 1 h 1, 
w)I < II JGg /l,ww~~- recall the proof of Theorem 4.1). So O,,, CT=, (Kjg)” = 
x:j”=, O,(K,g)^; by (6.3), this is O,i. 
So we need only prove (I) and (II). (I) is easy: if p(a/&, a/a%) is any differential 
polynomial, k, K E B+, then we find 
for certain C(p) E !R+, K, I E .Z+ and differential polynomials qi; we have used 
properties (4) and (6) of the TV. But this quantity is evidently bounded by 
Ck 11 R /IO 2-kj for some b E Z+, C, E R+. 
(II) is similar. Write ~~(1 z 12, w) = ~~(1 .a 12), so ~~(~(01, m, h), w) = pj(j ~(LY, m, 
X)1) = pi(v(ol, m, A)). Select k, 1, J, K E Z+ with 1 < 2E ,< N + 1; we must show 
that there exists b EP, CklJK E R+ such that for each j E Z+, ZI E gN+r , if 
0 ,v = v,, , then 
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(I m I -t l)V, I h I)" I DYp&(a, m, 4) G(& 201 I X I, w))l 
< CRZJK 1 Ay-2z [ 1 zl pfl2-j”. 
(Here D = d/clh again.) It suffices to find CL,, , b such that for each i, 0 < i <l I: 
(I m 1 -t 1)“(2~, 1 X l)“+i I(v(a, m, A))” #(v(E, m, A)) D’%,(h, 2a j A 1, 0~); 
c-1 c;,, / x j Nil-2(1-i) 1, ~ ~lf,a~+~ 2-j’:. 
.Using properties (4) and (6) again, we see that it suffices to show that for each i, 
k, p, J, L E Z k with 1 < 2p < N C I, there exists b E Z --, CtkyJL E RI- such 
that for eachj E Z’, v  E b,_, , 
It suffices to produce Cj,,,, , b such that 
This follows from the fact that ~(a, m, A) < 3(1 m :- I)(2 ~ X / vJ, which is 
proved in the same way as (5.6). This proves Lemma 6.3. 
7. SOME INTERPRETATIONS 
Theorem 6.1 has at last provided us concrete evidence of the fruitfulness of 
our efforts, and we can now return to examine the meaning of a few of the ideas 
introduced. What we have to say should prove edifying, but it will also raise 
more questions which we cannot answer. 
First, we sketch the geometry of the contraction process. The simplest 
example of contraction is the familiar approximate identity process, which we 
have met frequently on W”. If  ~EL~(W?~), g E C,(W”), then (g i- D,f)(u) * 
(JfdV) ‘P(U) as E ---f 0; we take the view thatf on W’” has contracted to the func- 
tion c J fd c’ on the zero-dimensional space, the ori+. On the FT side. 
there is a dual process: 
as E - 0. 
Theorem 4.1 arises when we also dilateg in the .z variable; we set &J&t, z’) : 
g(t, ,z’/A2) and study Mz,g * D,f as E + 0 suitably. We contract to Cc’” b! 
passing through Lie groups isomorphic to W n. Let W,” denote the Lie group with 
manifold R x C” and multiplication (t, z,) (t’, z:) = (f A t’ + 2t Im z, 5: . 
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z, + .z:). The change of variable (t, z) = (t, E*&,) gives an isomorphism 
between W” and [HI,“. We let fC(t, z,) = (l/~)f(t/~, .zJ and let *, *E, *,, denote 
convolution on W”, W,“, C”, respectively. Then M,,g * o,f(t, z) = g *ffE(t, z,) 
if we make the change of variables (t, z) = (t, &?z,) that enables one to pass 
from W” to H,“. We let E -+ 0 and vary x with E in such a way that a, + z,, E C”. 
Then lim Mz,g c o,f(t, z) = limg *,fs(t, ZJ = gcf) *OfO(zO) where g(,,(.s,$ = 
g(t, &),f,, = I,f. This is the contraction process on the HI” side. 
Before studying the dual process on the FT side, we must look at the FT on 
WC”. {T, Zj, , zj6} is a basis for l.i.v.f.‘s on W,“; here Zj, = l .Zj . Set W,,, = 
elIa WA; then the natural FT on W,” is nE: Lr( HP) + 9?, where 
ii’(A) = J exp(iht - z, * W,,, + Z. W,‘,) u(t, z,) dt dz, dgc 
4” 
for u EL~(U-&“). We observe that 1’ = ,-n(MzCg)“. So also p, = (DEf)” and 
(g *fP = c-“(Mz,g * D,f)* (7.1) 
As further preparation, we must look at the analog of h” for W,“. Define 
4,: O(tiA) -+ AT(cl\“,) as follows: if S E O(.%$) has matrix (S,,), we set 
-4e‘3(2~ I h I E, w) = Cs SjJ-&e . Let h,” = ((X, X) ) /\ E R, x E c,“,}, and let 
A’(h,“) = {functions h on h,” 1 h EL+~(c’J for a.e. h). Define AC: 5@ -+ &(hd”) 
byA,(S(X)) = ((.&$9)(h)). For u EL~(W,“), write Q(h, 201 1 h / e, w) = .~&‘~(&(h)). 
By (7.1), c-“(Mn,g c D, f)^(A, 2a I h 1, w) = (g *efJ’e(h, ~CX / h / E, w). For 
the contraction process on the h” side, we assume f and g are in Mr(W”). We let 
E --f 0 and LY ---f cc in such a way that (2ar 1 A 1 E, w) + (I 5 i2, w) E C”. Then 
lim eCn(MzCg * D,f )^(A, 201 I h I, w) = lim(g *C f,)+(h, 201 1 h 1 e, w) 
= (fl:d(A,(l A I”“<) F”llfo(l h 11’25), 
(7.2) 
where (9’g)(3(T) = J”:“, eiAtg’gu)(q) dt for 7 E C”. 
To prove (7.2), one notes that by Theorem 4.1, lim(D, f )“(A, 2or / h 1, w) = 
.F’f,,(I h j1i2<). The method of proof of that theorem shows 
lim(~,,g)^(k 23 I h I, w) = (Sk)dl h l1125). 
Equation (7.2) may now be proven by first dealing with the case where f and g 
have finite FS, then using density arguments. 
Note that the fact that t and .z have different homogeneities is in no way 
responsible for the contraction process. In fact, one could contract C?+l to C” 
(or Rn+l to llP) in a similar, and more familiar, way. Use coordinates (so , z’) E 
C x Cm with dual coordinates (5,) 5’). The analog of Theorem 4.1 is the 
following simple fact. SupposeFELl(P+l) and let I$(z’) =Sc~+lF(zo,z’)dzod~o. 
Suppose E - 0 and 1’ - co in such a way that ~5’ + 7 E @“. Then ~F(E&, , ~5’) -+ 
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(FF)(O, 7) := P(Z$‘)(y) (where 9 denotes the FT on C’l ’ or C”). I f  H c 
.Y’(CY1), we let ED(y) = H(0, 7). 
One would think that we could therefore gain insight by looking for an 
analog of the map # for contraction from U?f.1 to 0, and by examining the 
asymptotic series in this case. This can be done, but unfortunately it does not 
elucidate matters much, for the maps involved are still unfamiliar ones. ~VC 
sketch the situation briefly. There is a continuous map #: Y(P)+ .‘/‘(C”.‘i. 
with b# id. defined as follows: If  @,,,f(~) == ,?,!,(I 7 I’) P,,.(T), then 
if m, =- 0 
otherwise. 
If  .FP’ - -f, .Fp ~~= f”, we have the explicit formula 
P = -I; (E,/). 
This is shown via the Bessel function form of the Fourier inversion formula. 
It is easy to verifyZ$ = F. IffE Y(@lLrl), there exist Y,!, E -‘/(CIL)Y.f,,C E .Y(@li i ‘) 
( j, k E Z’) with the property that for each 1~ E iz , 
f = 1 zo zo rib. / j- k m’ A x “,,‘Zolf,,: . 
HP<N jtk--Ni 1 
This seems all to be of little interest, but (7.3) at least hints at what might 
be the real meaning of S,\, . As far as we know. there is no explicit formula like 
(7.3) in the W’” case. 
Yet another mystery to be discussed is the lifting map 7A In a subsequent 
paper, we shall see how to lift not only P,,, but any spherical harmonic or unitar! 
map on CC” to c~“. It is something of a surprise, at least to us, that this can he 
done both simply and effectively. 
INDEX OF FREQUENTLY CSED SYMBOLSI 
-4, , 215; .-1(Z, z), 212; A(JYY, , &) 211; YI, ,,,,, \ , 209; \21,, , 209; :#, 208; .3(X,,), 
207; c, ‘r;‘, 218; %‘,,, , 227; V’, 229; c,, , 215; c:, , 213; c,~“, 226; D,, , 229; II, , 
214, 215; D,;, , Ij,., , 213; PA, 207; 2,‘. 208; b,,, , 232; E;.,\, 226; 3, 226; 
.%‘, 234; S,“, 21 I ; FS, 227; S, , 211; h”, 226; I, , 234; J,(R,), 215; .f,E(Y,!), 
215; g(XJ, /,&PA), 214; X(%J, X’(H,,), 218; Lo, 212; I,, , To,\ , 215; 
I,.“, i26; I’ s+,lr, , 227; M, 208; iWo, 220; JLil, , h?,s , 212; ./Zi, .di!(cA1’), 226; me. 
mO,m,", 240; Cc, 226; 0(X,,), 207; P,,,238; 9,1,, 214; R", 207; $9, 208: 
.‘A,, MIE, 215; .u’(W”), 205; .Y’(h”), 227; -Y’,(hq, 241; S’:,,(C?), 212; S,,‘(W”), 
’ Page numbers of pages on which the symbols are defined folk)\\ the symbols 
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212, 218; T,, TwR,207; FA, 215; aA, @A,u,208; VzA,209; YN, 231; w,221; 
Z+, 207; ZZ’jA,SfA, 211; yj,yj, 207; Jlr(a, m, A), &(a, m,X), 238; O,, 227; 
A, II”, 221; A,, (1”,, 231; A,, AI, 229; va, 215; v,,*, vA, 226; v(01, m, A), 240; 
EM ) 239; u,,~, 226; T#‘~), 238; QA, f& 220; 1, 238; 1 I, 209; x,,, 211; “, 215; 
b, 236; <, >, 238. 
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